-INSIDBThe men's volleyball dub
won the Divi"sion II
Champsionship Saturday
in Lundholm Gymnasium. See related story page
28.

The New Hampshire Gentlemen performed with
the Yale and Princeton
Tigressions Saturday
night. See story page 17.
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Pyramids build high hopes for students
How the Pyramid Works:

~

President

Vice
Presidents

Managers

t®

Workers

Simply stated, the pyramid works in the following way: A presiden~ recruits two vice
presidents, who in turn are responsible for finding two managers each. The managers
must then find two workers apiece. The workers each pay an established fee to enter
the pyramid. This money goes to the president. When the president has been paid
by all of the workers, he steps off the top of the pyramid, which then splits into two
new units. All of the players then advance one level and the cycle repeats. If the pyramid
lasts long enough, a worker will become president after three such splits and will
then get his payoff. If the pyramid is broken, then everyone below the president loses
his "investment".

Honesty policy scrutinized
'By Andrea Holbrook
not specific enough.
Council.
The Student Senate, which
The Academic Standards ComThe new policy sets clearer
met Sunday, sent their concerns . mittee will vote on the policy - guidelines for faculty and stu.
about the new version of the April 8.
dents, regarding cheating and
Academic Honesty Policy back
"We wanted to go over things how it should be dealt with, than
to the Academic Standards that were vague; we didn't want did the old policy under CabooCommittee, saying the policy any loopholes," saig. Robin Lans, dle Rights and Rules 12.2 and
had several loopholes and was chairperson of the Academic 12.21.
The new policy outlines conduct standards for individ.u als
and procedures for handling
dishonesty. "The new policy is
to encourage people to see how
things are done properly," said
Francine Hall, an associate
professor in the Whittemore
By Jim Bumpus
sponsored by nine respresen- School of Business and EconomA bill to merge Merrimack tatives and senators, "excellent." ics.
Some of the concerns disUnder the proposed legislaValley College with the University of New Hampshire is now tion, the Manchester-based col- cussed in the Academic Standin -the New Hampshire State lege would act as a college within ards Committee meeting inUNH.
cluded che syntax of certain
Legislature.
"It would act as a college of paragraphs dealing with outKaspar Marking, University
System of New Hampshire the University in the same sense of-class work, a definition of
(USNH) Chancellor along with as the College of Liberal Arts," misrepresentation, and consistency in the procedures.
UNH President Gordon Haa- said Owens.
The portion of the policy
Merrimack Valley College
land and Dr. Charles Owens,
assistant vice president for began as a r,art of UNH in the regarding out-of-class work
academic affairs, testified before mid-1960's. In 1976 a new originally said collaboration was
a NH House Education Com- facility adjacent to Interstate absolutely prohibited unless the
93 was constructed, and the professor said otherwise. The
mittee hearing last Thursday.
Owens called the chances of
HONESTY, page 12
passing the bill, which is co- MERGER, page 9

Officials push for
UNH-at-Merrimack

By Kris Snow
talking about how quickly their
and Jim Millard
pyramids are growing, he said.
But while students called the
Gambling fever hit UNH
over the weekend when the game pervasive, University
Pyramid game brought the off itials said they were just
promise of instant riches to learning about its existence
here.
students campus-wide.
The game is structured like
Dean of Student Affairs J.
a corporation, with a president Gregg Sanborn said yesterday
at the top, two vice presidents that calls from this newspaper
below, four managers below and Foster's Daily Democrat
them, and a group of eight were the first he'd heard of the
"workers" at the base.
game at UNH. His office was
In a $100 pyramid, each beginning to look into it, he said.
"Any time a get-rich quick
manager recruits two workers,
each of whom pays $100 to the scheme is being undertaken it
president. Once that president isn't something everyone can
receives $800, he leaves the make money from," he said.
David Flanders; UNH Public
pyramid, which then splits in
two. Each vice president be- Safety Director said last night
comes a president, and all other that an article in Foster's Daily
members advance a level.
Democrat was his first knowlIn order for a worker to edge of the game.
become president, the pyramid·
"Folks should be cautious,
must split three times, and a because the quick buck doesn't
total of $2400 must change always turn out to be a good
hands.
investment," he said.
Laws regulate gambling acThe fact that 24 people must
pay $100 for one player to reach tivities like the pyramid game,
the top doesn't seem to be Flanders said. "I would encourage anyone who has a complaint
stopping a lot of students.
If rumors are any indication, to contact us and we will look
the game and its claims have into it in an appropriate
reached the ears of virtually manner."
every student on campus.
A UNH junior and three PYRAMIDS, page 23
friends each pitched in ·$25 to
play the game.
"I joined Sunday night, and
within two hours I was a vice
president," said the student,
who asked to remain anonymous.

The student acknowledged
the game is illegal, but compared
it to participating in football
and horseracing bets. "It's another way to take a chance. I joined
it for fun."
The game came to Durham
from Exeter, but that is all that's
known of its origins, the student
said.
Junior Jennifer Van Shea said
she has denied offers to join the
game, but said "I know a lot of
people involved in it."
"People seem to want to take
the easy way to get quick cash,"
she said.
According to Van Shea, the
game will probably die out, "A
lot of sad people are going to
lose money," she said.
·
And they will learn their
lesson, she said.
Sophomore Bob Hanlon said
he has also been approached,
but turned down offers because
the game is illegal.
"I didn't think it was right,"
he said. "People are sucking
people in to make their money.
Even if you lose you can't do
anything about it." .
Hanlon said the game is
spreading fast throughout cam, pus. In classes students are

Drop/add
late fee
debated

By Andrea Holbrook
Next year the penalty for
adding or dropping a course
after the deadline could be as
much $25, or it could be no fee
at all.
The Student Senate voted
Sunday night to eliminate Caboodle rules 3.143 and 3.145,
which establish the present $10
drop/add fee, and to add a rule
that prohibits the UNH Administration from charging the
<.rude n ts a n_ y fee for ad ding/ dropping classes.
Jim Durdan, chairman of the
Judicial A ff airs Council, said,
"The intent behind the original
late add/drop $10 fee was to
have students file before the
cutoff date. It made them realize
they woufd be penalized if they
didn't file on time."
"Because of the new add/ drop
date, the third Friday of classes,
the process is enough of an
inducement to get it in on time,"
said Durdan.
The changes in the Caboodle

DROP DA TE, page 12
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Trout cillls for U.S. and Soviet cooperat ion
address what the United States cupied with strategic nuclear
By Michelle Bolduc
and the Soviet Union need to balance, because that is a meaThe United States will not deal with," he said.
sure of soviet security and a
solve its problems with the
"The US needs to go into continuing measure of internaSoviet Union in this adminis- hard-headed detente with the tional and political status."
tration or the next, but it can Soviets," he said.
The Soviets' pre-eminent
reduce the level of international
"The USSR holds the US as concern is territory. They use
risk, says Professor Thomas a yardstick for what they need threat and the actual application
Trout of the Political Science to do and want to be recognized of force to maintain their terDepartment.
internationally as an equal to ritorial boundaries, he exTrout, a national specialist the US," he said.
plained.
in US-Soviet relations, spoke
Trout, a graduate of UCLA
Many of the satellite Eastern
in the Berkshire Room of the with a master's and a PhD from European countries around the
New England Center on "sus- Indiana State University spe- Soviet Union are bonded togethtaining Superpower Status- cializes his study on the Soviet er by economic ties and the fear
The Dilemma of the USSR" in Union's politics. In 1973 he was of invasion from the Soviet
the first of the spring Faculty awarded a Ford Foundation Union.
Lecture series.
Grant to introduce national
"They have to put a lot of
"The US can improve Soviet security in high schools across effort into maintaining the
relations and get the agreement the country. .
integrity of the sometimes
we seek by changing the nature
"Significant change for the hostile surrounding Eastern
of the rhetoric, restructuring United States is limited under European communist counour current relations into a more the new Soviet leadership of tries," he said.
businesslike context, and by fifty-four year old Mikhail Gor"China poses a threat for
kttpiug our expectations low.··
bachev, " Trout said. " He will . Russia because of the political
Trout said.
not make it any easier for the configuration of China and the
If the US would face the US to deal with the Soviets."
nature of China," he said. Chi-·
Soviets directly and not 1see the
"The number-one problem na's political ideology, although
entire world as an East-West facing the USSR is security," a form of communism, is difconflict we could identify and he said. "The Soviets are preoc- ferent enough from the Soviet's
to make them less than friendly
towards one another.
Another problem facing the
Soviets, said Trout, is maintaining equal international status
with the US. "They consider
themselves equal to the US but
they don't_like President Reagan

UNH Professor Tom Trout spoke about· the relationship
between the Soviet Union and the United States last night
in Parsons Hall.(Diana Frye photo)
because he is anti-Soviet and many leaders as they have in the
they feel they are being belittled last 65 years. But problems of
internationally by the US."
complexity lay ahead for the
"The Soviets," Trout said, "in Soviets, and they are not good
the last three years have had as with complexities."

Salz: Keep U.S. out of C.A.
By Kelly Anderson
"I decided to dodge bullets
Call Jeff Salz what you will- for a while, instead of natural
educator, explorer, adventurer. hazards," he joked.
Salz's slides of Guatemala, set
He calls himself a wanderer.
Salz, an· adventure education to the crn,mtry's native marimba
professor at San Diego State music 1 featured the colorful
University in California, has Indians of the Guatemalan
· spent years wandering the highlands.
"We discover our own sense
Andes on foot and horseback,
studied with a Peruvian shaman, of context by looking at other
and accomplished a solo ascent cultures," he said.
There is another side to the
of a major unclimbed peak in
Patagonia, among other things. dark smiling faces and exotic
Last night, dressed in a cow- mountain landscape, however.
"You hear stories about inboy hat and a bleached denim
jacket, Salz spoke to a crowd of dividuals in civilian clothes
Jeff Salz, a visiting lecturer from San Diego State University, about 200 students and showed coming through towns, raping
slides of his recent walking tour women and throwing babies in
spoke on Central America last night in the MUB.(Charles Smith of Guatemala, Nicaragua, Hon- the air and catching them on
Jr. photo)
duras, and El Salvador.
bayonets," he said.

·"The next ·day the same
people will come back in m.il: ..
itary uniforms, asking which
way the guerrillas who did it
went," he said.
·
In El Salvador, Salz acted as
a translator for an NBC news·
team he met. They interviewed
people from El Salvador's rightwing sectors, such as the ARENA party, and spent time in
guerrilla-controlled zones.
"The real cause of the war in
El Salvador isn't East-West
conflicts-it's poverty," Salz
said.
"It's scary-all the guns are
in the wrong hands," he saia.

SALZ, page 22

NEWS IN BRIEF
Hysteria in ·the Garden

Cry of 'Rape' Fake

Dress Code Protested

Madison Square Garden was h•it by mass hysteria
in the form of W restleMania. In the ongoing battle
between good and evil, the tag-team of Mr. T and
Hulk Hogan beat that of Paul "Mr. Wonderful"
Orndorf and Rowdy Roddy Piper in front of an
overflow crowd of 18,000.
The match was officially timed by Liberace and
four dancing girls, refereed by Muhammad Ali,
and Billy Martin was the ring side announcer.
Wendy Richter, ma_naged by Cyndi Lauper,
regained her World Wrestling Federation women's
title from Lelani Kai and her Manager The Fabulous
Mullah.

Eight years ago Cathleen Crowell, 16, of Homewood, Ill. picked 20 year old Gary Dotson out of
a police line-up and accused him of rape. Dotson
was sent to the Joliet, Ill. Correctional Center for
25-to-50 years.
Crowell, now 23 and living in New Hampshire,
announced last week that she had feared she was
pregnant by a 17 year old boy and concocted the
rape charge.

On Thursday four students were arrested
pr~t~sting a ban on punk clothing imposed by
off1eials of Susan B. Anthony Junior High School
in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Durham Gets New
History Book

Dotson,·who claimed he was innocent throughout
·the trial, has spent the six years after his conviction
in jail. On Thursday he will appear in court in the
hope that he will leave a free man.

Birthright Moves to
Portsmouth

Students held a sit-down demonstration inside
the school and then moved the protest outside.
Police hadn't planned on making any arrests until
students began blocking the street, jumping on
cars, and causing minor damage to property.

Crackdown on Drunk
Boaters
The National Transportation Safety Board last
week endorsed a legislative proposal to crack down
on drunk operators of recreational boats in
Massachusetts.

"Durham, A History 1900-1985" was voluntarily
Seacoast Birthright, the region's only resource
written by residents who for the past year have
center that helps pregnant women who choose
researched and compiled the town's history for
alternatives to abortion, has moved to 323 Islington
The bill would allow the state Department of
that period.
Street in Portsmouth and opened yesterday.
Fisheries, Wildlife, and Recreational Vehicles to
John Hatch, a professor in the Arts at UNH will
Birthright offers hotline and personal counseling,
use the Breathalyzer or other blood analysis methods
create the drawing for the book's dust jacket and
pregnancy testing, and help in putting babies up
to test the operators of boats, recreational vehicles
local photographer Franklin Heald is researching
for adoption . It is a designated as a United Way
andsnowmobiles,andwouldext endtononmotorized
and rroducing illustrations that will appear through~gency and receives donations from .rrivate sources
boats which are not included in the current
outthp_bt}ok r-.. ,lJt-~ re,,. 1_:
··.,1,...,,-~•(:Y .;.'·,,::r~ nd · ldbi(t:nurch~s jtu,r~uL'.'c°t-i ➔ b,
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No OT transfers in 1985-86
By Leigh H<;>pe
•The students may wait and
"The Occupational Therapy try again next year. This may
department is unable to take any get them into the major, but
internal or external transfers they will be considered sophothis year (1985-86)," said Bar- more status no matter what
bara Sussenberger, chairperson academic year they are in.
of the Occupational Therapy
• While waiting to get into
(O.T.) department.
OT a student may start a major
"The freshman class is over to complement his OT major,
capacity due to an unusually thus graduating with a dual
strong response to offers of major.
admission to the program," said
• Students can look for·
an Admissions Office spokes- schools besides UNH with
person. There are 45 spaces openings in OT. Some other
available and there are presently schools accept students into the
60 students filling those spaces, OT department at the junior
said Alice Crocket, an adminis- level.
trative assistant in the OT
• Students may also graduate
department.
. from UNH in a different field
Sussenberger said, "We regret and then go onto a school that
being unable to accept tranfers offers OT as a masters degree.
because of the need for occupa- The American Occupational
tional therapists, but resources, Therapy Association lists Bosspace, faculty, and clinical backup prevent us from expanding.
WP mn,t limit thP

nnmher of

students in the major in order
to maintain the quality of our
educational process."
Students who must wait to
get into OT are not allowed to
take the courses required for
Ham Branch, a bluegrass band played in the Niche Coffee House their major, but they do have
Saturday night. (Diana Frye photo)
other options, Crocket said.
Those options include:

·sigma Beta under probe
By W. Glenn Stevens
The Durham Police Department and the UNH Intrafraternity Council (IFC) are conducting investigations ,into
possible incidents of hazing
which occurred at Sigma Beta
Fraternity last week.
Michael Golding, officer in
charge of investigations for the
Durham Police Department
said, "We did come across an
incident of hazing at Sigma Beta
and we are conducting an invest iga t ion." Golding would not
disclose any specific examples
. of hazing which may have taken
place.
Greg Nowlin, President of
Sigma Beta said, "We were told
by the Durham Police Department that the investigation was
closed."

"W.e've been charged with
nothing, all it is is an allegation,"
said Nowlin. Nowlin would not
comment further on the allegations.
Richard Thompson, ;>resident of the IFC said, "The IFC
will determine whether or not
there was hazing at Sigma Beta."
"We don't know whether or
not Beta is guilty of hazing,"
said Thompson. "As far as I'm
concerned, they're innocent

until proven guilty," he said.
Jeff Foy, vice president of the
IFC said, "We will be acting on
this, but before we do take any
action we'll have to see what
the Durham J;>olice come up
with."
The IFC judicial board will
meet a week from Tuesday with
Sigma Beta representatives to
determine whether or not hazing did take place.

ton University and Tufts as the
two closest that offer such
programs.
Crocket said it's best to apply
as an incoming freshman, but
if a student doesn't do that, the
most time-conserving thing
would be the graduate school
option. "Otherwise you could
end, up at UNH for six years,"
she said.
Crocket said the students who
aren't able to get into OT
understand the situation. She
said they all receive individual
attention and that they are all
cooperative. "Naturally they're
upset, but if they really want
OT they know they'll eventually
find a way into the major, if not
here then somewhere else," said
Crocket.

New biology school
proposed for UNH

By Kris Snow
Faculty members agree that
UNH needs to place its biological science programs under one
administration. But while some
say the best idea is to create a
new college for programs, others say a little intercollege
adjustment will solve the problems.
Richard Strout, administrative dean and animal science
professor, chairs an ad hoc
committee which has proposed
the formation of a College of
Biological Sciences and Natural
Resources.
That proposal, Strout says,
will now be subject to discussion
from both biological and "nonbiological" programs currently
divided between the College of
Life Science and Agriculture

Study
program
in Spain
By Meg Baker
The · Spanish and Classics
Departrrient has announced that
its junior year abroad program
will be at the U nive . .- sity of
Granada, Granada, Spain starting the fall semester of 1985.
The program has been held at
the Institute of European Stu- The fencing class at UNH practices their thrusts and parrys during a recent meeting of the
dies in Madrid for the past two course.(Dave Drouin photo)
years.
"We are not dissatisfied with
The program offers courses
The cost for one academic UNH status and do not need to
the Madrid program," said ranging from art, and language year will be approximately withdraw from the University
assistant professor of Spanish to political science which are $5,100 according to a program first. UNH will bill the students
Barbara Wing, "but there are taught by Granada professors brochure. This includes room directly.
adv~;11tages to it being in Gran- in Spanish. Since students are and board in Granada, two
Program eligibility requires
ada.
from all over Europe, Spanish weeks in Madrid for orientation, the students to successfully
Wing encourages freshmen is the only common language tuition and academic fees complete the equivalent of five
students to plan early, in order spoken there.
abroad, round-trip air travel and semesters of Spanish with a 'B'
to. provide enough time to meet
The department at UNH planned excursions.
average and have a cumulative
program requirements.
along with the University of
Books and personal expenses GP A of 'C plus.'
It is not too late to apply for Connecticut and the University are not included. The cost for
Student housing is with local
next year," said Wing, "and we'll of Rhode Island, will do the one semester is about $3,300.
families which adds to the
take applications for second administration and this will cut
The students who enroll in individual learning experiencer
semester until October."
the cost to the students, she said. this program will not lose their she said.

(COLSA) and the College of
Liberal Arts.
Microbiology and zoology are
UNH liberal arts programs,
while animal science, biochemistry, botany, entomology, plant
science and the graduate genetics program are in COLSA.
Strout said there are no specifics for the proposed new
college, which would eliminate
COLSA, but will include in
addition to the eight biological
programs forestry, resource
economics, family and consumer
studies and occupational education.
Strout said the ad hoc committee, after hearing comments
from affected departments, will
recommend a proposal to UNH
President Gordon Haaland.
But that recommendation
may not be agreeable to some
faculty, who say all UNH really
needs to do is add microbiologv
~nd zoology to COLSA.
"I believe the biological sciences could be organized in the
existing landgrant program,"
he said.
Edmund Jansen, chairman
and professor of resource economics, agreed.
Under the current orga~ization, students often get "lost,"
he said. Reorganization would
help solve that problem, he said.
But like Hansen, Jansen said
a new college isn't necessarily
the solution.
Jansen said there is an "artificial dichotomy" created between animal scie.nce and resource economics or family and
consumer studies.
COLSA has a "harmonious
balance" between such -p rograms, which upholds the concept of a landgrant institution.
Jansen said before any decisions are made, the issue must
"have more input than seven
people" (on the ad hoc committee).
"This program is a unique
opportunity to develop proficiency in the language, learn
first-hand about the culture of
another country, and gain confidence in your ability to cope
with new challenging circumstances," Wing said.
Applications are available
through .the Spanish and Classics Department in Murkland
room 209. Deadline for completed applications must be
submitted by April 17.
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Room deposit hike gets mixed student reviews
dent commitment to the room
By Francoise von Trapp
Students are showing mixed and board agreement. ,
Bis(hoff said the deposit was
feelings about the $100 increase
cheap insurance policy," and
"a
dephousing
in the on campus
osit, which takes effect next was Jinked with the outcome of
the 1ottery.
semester.
The increase is expected to
Carol Bischoff, director of
Residential Life, said the deci- weed out these students who are
sion was made to raise the not serious about housing, she
deposit because it was apparent said. There will be fewer stuthat the $100 deposit was no _dents willing to lose their
longer sufficient to assure stu- deposit if they decide to move

off campus.
Bischoff said she hoped the
deposit would decrease the
amount of students lotteried out
of the dorms.
The increase was discussed
with the Residential Life Committee, formed by student senators, and they supported the
decision, she said.
Bischoff said students who
cannot afford the deposit a~e

dealt ~ith on an individual basis.
She said they are asked when
they can pay and where the
money was to come from.
Extensions are granted to
students who show a need for
them, Bischoff said. If a student
with an extension chooses to
withdraw from their a_greement.
they are charged $ 100, she said.
The reasoning behind this is had
they paid che $200 deposit, they

would have had a 50 percent
refund, or $ 100.
Scott Kaupin, senate executive board member, said he
thinks the increase will make
people think twice before reserving a space in the dorm.
"They should see if the retention rate (of student room and
board agreements) increases or

DEPOSIT, page 10

Judicial System explained
By Christina Felix
Although most students have
heard of the UNH Judicial
System it is probable that few
know the extent of how it works.
The judicial system at UNH
is responsible for the decision
of eviction, suspension, dismis-

sal and minor punishments for
students as disciplinary actions.
UNH sophomore Susan Pocharski said, "I am aware that
there is a Judicial Board at UNH,
but since I have never come in
contact with it, I'm unaware of

PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS!

LOTUS INTEREST GROUP
MONTHLY MEETING
Share your questions and knowledge
about integrated spreadsheet programs
FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1:30 P.M.

,) · ilable in Roo
Applicat~,f
Applicatio ts due April Sths
·.-.,·-:.t

BELKNAP ROOM, MEMORIAL UNION
BUILDING

The Judicial Board at UNH
is composed of four hearing
bodies that decide students'
punishments. The University
Ju~icial Board is a body of one
faculty and three students which
deals with the cases of major
importance and have a full range
of penalties within their power,
from student dismissal to a
formal warning.
The Residential Board consists of a minimum of five
students and one faculty
member. The Residential Board
deals with minor violations,
such as probation warnings.
Hearing officers are individuals that serve as hearing bodies
within the judicial system. Hearing officers can be faculty
members or students and deal
only with first time offenders.
The Appeals Board is the
highest of the UNH judicial
boards and consists of two
faculty members and two students. The Appeals Board hears

1985-1986

Greek Senator
Commuter Senator
Applications and Petitions ·
are available now in
The Student Senate Office,
Room. 130 in the MUB
Return to Student Senate Office with completed application,
and 25 constituent signatures by April 5 to be on April 9/10
election ballot.
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Barton vote set for today
By David Olson
The NH Fast Track Capital
Spending Bill, which includes
the proposal for a $2.3 million
addition to Barton Hall, will
return to the NH House and
Senate today for final approval,
said Gene Savage, Vice Chancellor of the University System
Relations Office.
The proposal passed through
the House and the Senate last
week, but the Senate added an
amendment forcing the bill back
to the House for re-approval.
The House did not approve the
resubmitted proposal, said
Thompson School Director Lewis Roberts.
This forced a Thursday afternoon meeting of the Committee
of Conference to attempt to
resolve the differences. The
Committee is comprised of
members of the House and
Senate.
The Thursday meeting ended
afrer one and a half hours with
no results, said Savage. The
Committee re-adjourned Friday
morning and resolved all of the
differences.
"The main difference was not
University related," said Savage,
"it had to do with a courthouse
in Littleton."

.
TUE-SD.AV, April 2
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The ~ge of Reason,"
~y Professor R. Valentine Dusek.· Room 216, Hamilton Smith
Hall, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
THE VISUAL ARTS AND THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES
IN THE AGE OF UNCERTAINTY: "A Look at Frank Lloyd
Wright's Changi!}g Attitude Toward Technology," Jack Quinan,
University ofNew York, Buffalo. Room A-218, Paul Arts
Center. 12:40 to 2 p.m.

it will be approved and sent on
to the governor for his signature," he said.

Savage expects the bill to be
acceptable to both the House
and Senate. "We are quite optimistic that

Summer Day Camp Coonselor Positions
in Manchester New Hampshire
College work-study preferred

LACROSSE: Women vs. Boston University. Memorial Field.
_
3:30 p.m.

Frank Mitchell. Pine Island 4-H Center.
2849 Brown Ave, Manchester N.H. 03103
Tel: 627-5637

Contact

CA~EER PL~N;NING WORKSHOP: Exploring career
opt10ns and f rndrng Career Information. Grafton Room
'
Memorial Union, 4 to 5:30 p.m.
FACULTY CONCERT: Woodwind Quintet. Works by Forster,
Mathias, and Cohan. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts Center.
8p.m.
WEDNESDAY, April 3
MUB PLANT SAIE: All types of plants for dorm room,
apartment, or office at reasonable prices. Flowering plants
for the holiday season. Strafford and Durham Rooms, Memorial
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Union 10

, , It's Here! The newest lunch spot on campus. ' §
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1,, Conveniently located between the library,.
) T-Ha/1 and Murk/and.

Falafel pouches
Ham & Cheese subs & syrians
Roast Beef subs & syrians
Salads, Fruit, Yogurt, cookies,
Brownies) soda & milk

Summer Jobs
at campfor underprivilaged 10-13

year old NIT boys. Nine demanding
but very rewarding weeks in unique
island-based program. Salary: 1000
plus room & board for summer.
Requires dedication and affinity
for outdoors and athletics. For info
write:

1.

t

uditorium, Murkland Hall, 7 and 9 p.m. Admission:

Saul O Sidore 1984-5 Lecture Series on

Ql~.Q-~-~~-.J§.S_U.t;.~

USO FILM: "Repo Man." Strafford Room, Memorial Union,
.
_
7 and 9:30 p.m.
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY: Annual Concert.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission: General,
$4., Students, Faculty, Staff, Alumni, and Senior Citizens,
$3.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Meeting to write letters
for prisoners of conscience. Hamilton Smith 103, 7 :00 p.m.
FRIDAY, April 5 .
MUB PLANT SALE: Strafford and Durham Rooms, Memorial
Union, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY:.Johnson Theater
'
Paul Arts center, 8 p.m.

◄,

,,
◄,

···········~·••
············································
••
:• Su01mer Position Available !•
•
•
•

!•

Protecting the European
Environment: -

- .

2.

Mayhew,
P.O. Box 120
Bristol, NH 03222 or call 603-744-6131
00000000000000 eoooooo11ae11eaeeooodoooooooboiibiiiii •

m . - S p .m .

THURSDAY, April 4
MUB PLANT SALE: Strafford and Durham Rooms, Memorial
Union, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
PSYCHLOGY COLLOQUIUM: "The Possible Roles of Ocular
Filters in Human Vision," Bill Wooten, Brown University.
Forum Room, Dimond Library, 3:30 p.m.
LATIN AMERICAN FILM SERIES: "When the Mountains
Tremble." a documentary about life in Guatemala. Richards

~~

)

~

WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: Panel Discussion:
"Homophobia: How Do We Recognize It? What Do We
Do to Combat It?" Leaf Seligman, coordinator. HillsboroughSullivan Room, Memorial Union, noon - 1 p.m~
LACROSSE: Men vs. Vermont. Cowell Stadium. 3 p.m.
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY PREVIEW: Annual
C$oncert. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission:

•

i•

BU.siness Manager for
Freshtnen Orientation

!

·:

•

•

Coping with International •••
•••
Interdependence
:
••

••
•
•••
•i
••

i•
$4 an hour
i•
••
••
i• Part-time to start the 1st of May •i

i:
5

rnid-Ma11
~!Full-time
J
•

i through

by

June

•••
•••
-----~·•••
•·----------------------•••
•
••
!• Apply at the Dean of Students Office i
:•
Huddleston Hall
:•
••
•••
••
••
•
•
•••
••
■

Konrad von Moltke

■

Former Director
Institute of Europ~an Environmental Policy

Tuesday, April 2
Forum Room
Dimond Library

■

i•

8p.m.

•••
•

Free and Open to the Public
Dessert will be served

•••

.

••
•-

.Lllolli!l~~~411~~~~~~~ ~-----•:-•••.-•········. .• • • •..• . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .-

I•

Apply by April 5th

,

•
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NOTICES
HEALTH

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETING: Tuesdays, Room 325, Horton Social Science
Center, 12:30 p.m.
DURHAM RED CROSS STUDENT COMMiTTEE MEETING: Students will plan April blood
drive. Tuesday, April 2, at 12 Dover Road, Durham
(next to Exxon Station) 7 p.m. For more information, call Jarry Stearns, 868-2753.
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MOVIE: "Brubaker" will be presented Wednesday,
April 3, Catholic Student Center, 7:30 p.m. Free.
GYMNASTIC CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Wednesday, AprjJ 3, C1rroll Room, :Memorial
Union, 7 p.m.
TAVOLA ITALIANA: Sponsored by Department
of French/Italian. Practice our conversational skills ·
over snacks, music, slides. Wednesdays, Room 102,
Murkland, noon.
NEW TESTAMENT CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Wednesdays, Room 310, McConnell,
7:30 p.m.
CAREER
AFTER LIBERAL AR TS, WHAT?: Workshops
for Liberal Arts undergraduates to assess their
skills, interests, and values. Participate in panel
of LA employers and recent LA graduates.
Strengthen decision making skills for making
career/life choices. Tuesdays, April 16, 23 and 30,
Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
For information, call Marge Lawton, 862-2010.
RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. Wednesday, April 3, Room
203, Huddleston, 1:30 to 4 p.m.
·
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. Thursday,
April 4, Room 203, Huddleston, 1:30 to 4 p.m.

CHOICES IN CONTRACEPTION: Sponsored by
. Health Services. Attendance at this lecture and
. demonstration is open to all students and is required
before a woman can receive a method of contraception from Health Services. Wednesday, April
10, Room 142, Hamilton Sm~th, 1 p.m.
COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.

UNH career ends
for Ray Greene
By W. Glenn Stevens
After 26 ½ years of custodial
work, Ray Greene has hung up
his broom for good. Greene, a
UNH custodian for over a
quarter century, retired last
Friday at the age of 63.
Greene, who started working
for the University in 1958 said,
'Tve seen a lot of changes
through the years."
"When I started working here

there were only 3000 students,
men and women were completely separated," said Greene.
"At that rime it was mandatory for all male students to join
R.O.T.C.," he said.
Greene said chat the most
radical thing to h~__ppen over the
years was when students took
over the MUB i.n 1969. "They

LARGE SYSTEMS SEMINAR SERIES: Series
focuses on software for the UNH mainframe and
mini computers. April 5 program: System 1032
(VMS) for System 1022 lnteractivP TTsers Ahhoush
System 1032 and System 1022 are not identical,
they are close relatives. Users will be taught the
principles necessary for conversion from one
program to the other. The seminar is oriented
toward the 1022 "browser," the non-programmer.
Beginning experience in using the VMS operating
system is assumed. Friday, April 5 from 2 to 4 p.m.
GENERAL
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE FORUM : Sponsored by
Nontraditional Student Program and the Women's
Commission. Find out about funds available for
child c_are, food books and fees in a two-part series.
Tuesdays, April 2 and 9, Hillsborough Room,
Memorial Union, 4:30 to 6 p .m. For more
information call 862-3647.
SUMMER JOBS: Sponsored by Office of Student
Activities/Job Board. Check out the huge listing
of summer jobs at the Student Job Board, East/West
Lounge in the Memorial Union.
COUNSELORS FOR CAMP WILDCAT NEEDED:
The Department of Recreational Sports is looking
for people with specializations in arts and crafts,
aquatics, nature, music, drama, sports and small
crafts to work as counselors at Camp Wildcat, a
day camp for children age 6 to 11. Camp runs from
June 24 to August 4, weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to
4 p.m. at the UNH Field House. For information,
call Berrie Donovan, 862-2031.

Ray Greene, a maintainence worker at UNH's Williamson
Hall retired last week after 25 years of service to the
University.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)

The GRANITE is now
accepting applications for the foil owing positions:
--Sports Editor---Literary Editor-~---Senior Section Coordinator·--Bti.siness Manager·----Office Manager--Ad vertising _Manager----Photo Editor-Pick up a.n application on the door
of the GRANITE office, Room 125, MUB
Deadline for applicants is Tuesday, April 9
Please return applications to the ·Granite office
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By Marc Carroll

on November 2, 1983.
. cesses for the annual budget.
The concerns have yet to be
• A "biased and workable"
Bill Hall, a former fireman
who calls himself "a concerned · addressed by the Fire Commis- personnel grievance system.
Because of this, Hall said, the
citizen," accused the Durham sioners or the Town/Gown
selectman last night of circu- Committee as the Association Fire Department has had about
lating themselves a report con- had originally requested, said half of the fireman who work
shifts resign in the past year.
cerning a new dispatch center Hall.
The Board discussed a traffic
The concerns that the Firewithout informing the townsfighters Association cited were: study to be completed while
people.
• a 73 percent employee tur- school was in session this seAnn Goodman, chairperson
mester or possibly next Sepof the board of selectman, nover rate.
•Out of 35 area fire depart- tember or October.
denied the allegation saying "as
The study, which would cost
yet data has been put together ments surveyed, the Durhamin a draft: form only," and that UNH Fire Department ranked $10,000 would determine how
it had been shown only to the number 34, or next to last, in much of a "traffic count" Edgewood Road, Madbury Road and
Technical and Joint Committee starting salary comparisons.
• Inconsistent hiring prac- Garrison Avenue, as well as a
which had not accepted or
tices and an "unrealistic" merit few other roads could hold.
finalized it.
Crombie called the report a
Director of Public Works system.
• No incentives for education "pavement evaluation," and said
George Crombie said if a report
it- =ould be useful for ro.:1d:5 like
had been circulated to others and professional qn::ilificarjons .
•Afire station which violates Madbury, which are state.. it certainly wasn't supposed
. owned, that could someday be
to."
"life safety codes."
• A high turnover rate of turned over to the care of the
Hall countered saying the
right-to-know-law (RSA91A), U nivers.ity administrative per- town. The report would deterdid not distinguish between a sonnel.
• Poor administrative pro- SELECTMEN, page 23
draft form of a report and one
completed.
Hall said the Technical ComSUMMER JOBS
mittee was still a group sancCape Cod and the islands of Nantucket and Martha's
tioned by the selectman, and
Vineyard have more good paying jobs open to students
that because of this, the draft
and teachers this summer than ever before. Most require
should be made public.
no previous experience.
Hall asked what law did make
There
are no employment fees.
_
such a distinction but the selectFor further info on the many kinds of jobs available
men refused further comment.
and how to apply send a LONG self-addressed
Hall said that lack of coopSTAMPED envelope today to:
eration by the selectmen was
similar to problems DurCape Cod Summer Jobs
ham/UNH firefighters expeBox 594, Room 90
rienced with the Board of Fire
Barnstable, MA 02630
Commissioners concerning firef igh te r grievances. Both the
Selectmen and the Board had
similar personalities he said.
Hall referred to a statement
of concerns which Gary Simpson , former president of the
Durham-UNH Permanent Firefighters Association read to the
Board of Fire Commissioners

MUB GAMES ROmO:nt (Doubles)
Foosball Tourna
.
April 17, 7 p.m. UB
Games Room, M
\ yer
Entry fee, $1 per Pa
Open to everyon~ents and people
Faculty, staff, s~u
e welcome\
in the community ar

MUB PLANT SALE
.
Wednesday, Thursday & FndaY
April 3, 4 & 5
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
ooms
Strafford and Durham R
f r dorm rooms,
All types of plant~ o
apartments or of'.1ces
·
ble pnces.
at reasona
f the holiday season.
Flowering plants or .

MUB CAFETERIA
LET US PREPARE LUNCH FOR YOU
Tuesday April 2
Barbeque Chicl<en
.Squash and Apple Bal<e
corn Chowder
Chocolate Pie
Wednesday, April 3
Enchiladas
Mexican Rice
.
carrots and Tequ1lla
Gaspacho
Kahlua Mousse

Start selling the extraordinary SHAPE MARK 1O
Audiocassette and earn some incredible money.
SHAPE, Inc., a world leader in audio and video cassette design,
engineering and manufacturing is looking for people to
become distributors for the new MARK 1OAudiocassette right
on campus.
If you'd like to earn extra money this semester with SHAPE, we'd like
to hear from you. We'll provide you with a complete seller's sales pac
that will help you become a successful SHAPE distributor.
·
Send us a brief background on yourself, including any sales experience, and we'll rush you an application with further details.
Write to:
Roland Pepin

=•'"=®
P.O. Box366
Biddeford, ME 04005

Thursday, April 4
Cheese souffle
.
·th sour Cream
ucumbers w1
Peas a nd C
Spinach Soup
I<
carrot-Pineapple Ca e
PISTACHIO'S ICE CREAM SHOPPE
Tuesday is sundae\
Buy a sundae
.
Get on.e for half pnce Hot Fudge
Featuring: Strawberry ,
Butterscotch & Pineapple
UNIVERSITY CATERIN~
aster cookies
announces E
.
for the month of Apnl
.
Sugar Cookies,
Homemade
hand decorated ...

~!/;:~-~~~:~~ ;~a~!~~~~-order
only $2.95 a dozen
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Student Body
University of NH
Durham, NH 03824
student television network
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News Director
General Manager
Production Manager

Business Manager

Technical Director

University of New Hampshire

Memorial Union Building
(603) 862-2165

Durham, NH 03824
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---------MERGER ________
branch earned independent
status.
Recent declines in two-year
· degree programs has caused
concern about Merrimack's role
as an autonomous institution.
"There's been a long history
of concern about the viability
of Merrimack Valley College,"
Haaland said.
Haaland said that because the
school is intended to focus on

(continued from page 1)
two-year degree programs, its
admissions requirements will
be different.
The tuition will be much
lower because of the nature of
the programs and the role of
the college as an urban school
for commuters, he said.
Haaland said the Manchester
campus will offer many courses
identical to those at UNH.
"The courses will be the same,

and the expectations will be the
same," said Haaland. "There
won't be any watered-down
courses," he said.
Owens said the proposed
legislation includes keeping the
resident faculty supplemented
by UNH faculty and faculty
from other sources.
"We think it (Merrimack)
will have a better identity as part
of UNH," Owens said.

The Easter Bunny
Has Arrived
with
Grass, Baskets, Candy

_ Eggs ... Ukranian
:· vecoratring Supplies, Dye,
Chicks, Lambs & . . . .

PAG
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UniversityTheater
THE UNH DANCE THEATER
COMPANY
Annual Concert
Directed by Larry Robertson, Jean Brown,
Gay Nardone
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham
April 4-6 at 8 p.m.
April 10 at 2 p.m.
April 11-13 at 8 p.m.
Preview: April 3 at 8 p.m.
General: $4
UNH Students/Employees/ Alumni and
Senior Citizens: $3
Preview: $1
Reservations: (603) 862-2290
Dinner Theater Package-New England Center Restaurant

CLASS RING SALES

Bunnie Relatives
of all sizes
Dressed in EASTER Finery
to warm the cockles
of the heart of your
little loved ones
at . ..

April 3 & 4
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Memorial Union Building
Hanover Room
Sponsored by SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIETY

student television network

IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING
COMPENSATED POSITIONS:
GENERAL MANAGER ·
BUSINESS MANAGER
NEWS DIRECTOR
OPERATIONS MANAGER
PRODUCTION MANAGER
PROGRAMMING DIRECTOR
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR

PICK UP APPLICATIONS ON THE WALL OUTSIDE·OUR OFFICES
- ROOM 110 MUB
DEADLINES:
GENERAL MANAGER: APRIL 16
ALL OTHERS: APRIL 23

_

,.,.

I

----DEPO SIT-·- - - - (coritimied from -page 4) ·
decreases, or if jt doesn't .make
would relieve the housing prob.✓• a -:difference," Kaupi.o said.
.lem on campus.
-"I don't think they had a good
·
He said it hasn't relieved the :.
reason at all for raising it," said problem because students who
Jim Durdan, another senate
used to move off campus, now
executive board member.
move to the apartments. There
He said the payment of the
were more people lotteried out
deposit comes after the lottery
this year, than there were two
·
so it didn't make sense that it years ago, he said. "
would decrease the number of
Tim Miner, a sophomore, said .
people who were lotteried out,
he thinks the increase is a good
because they hadn:t_made their
idea as long as someone who
decision yet.
wants to live on campus doesn't
Durdan said that ,two years have to leave because they can't
ago, Residential Life ·said -the afford such a large sum.
lottery and the new apartments

Young's Restaurant
48 Main St.
· Durham, NH
868-2688
-April 3rd to April 9th--

8reakfast Special
2 Buttermilk Pancakes with 1 egg any style,
sausage patti, small juice & coffee.

$2.35

Dinner Special
Breaded chicken fingers deep fried golden
brown with tossed salad, mashed potato or
french fries, cranberry sauce and roll. · $3. l

5

Try our steak sub served ·the way you like it:
choice of onions, green peppers and cheese.

, At Youngs we serve many homemade dinners.
We offer anything from Meatloaf, Genuine
Smithfield Baked Virginia Ham to a Roast Pork
Dinner. All dinners served hot and reasonably
priced.
---Our Menu Varies Daily.---

SUMMER -JOBS
with·
UNH RECREATIONAL SPORTS
•

01_.1tdoor pool guards

,... Advanced Life, CPR, and First Aid required
.._.Pool season is June 22 through August 18
... Pool hours daily from 12-6 ... a five day work week

· •

Mendums Pond Work Crew

... Season is June 15 through August 16, daily 11 :00 AM - 6:30 PM
...Experience with use of chainsaws and brush cutters helpfu
... Knowledge of small crafts helpful

e

Counselors for camp Wildcat
.. .Day camp for campers age 6-11

... Looking for individuals with specializations in arts & crafts, aquatics,
11 ctutu 1e, m u:sic, drama, 5port:s, :smail crafts

... Camp season is June 24 - August 2, Monday through Friday

•

Weight Room Supervisor
... May 28 through August 16

... Monday through Friday from 12:00 - 2:00 PM_
... Knowledge and experience in weightlifting required

. d

0

.. .CPR and First Aid required

.

•

_Spring into Fitness Day - 1985 .

Windsurfing Instructor
...Work with adwlts and youth

farewell to winter
a healthy way to get into
summer
Thursday, April 11
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
.Granite State Room, MUB

... Approxim?tely 8-16 hours per week, depending upon enrollment
YOU MAY-APPLY FOR ANY OF THESE POSITIONS
AT THE UNH DEPARTMENT OF RECREATlpNAL SPORTS IN ROOM 151
O F l HE FIELD HOUSE, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY FROM 8:00 to 4:00 P.M.

WORK STUDY HELPFUL, BUT NOT REQUIRED
· Sponsored by Health Services Consumer Board
- Funded by PFO

Positions Available
Programming

Fund
Organization

~amt tdkwitk~amt~.

Co~pensaJ ed Positions
Great Practical Experience
9 ; ; ~ , df.~117:00p.r,v.
~~
~

i(r »

::sv F\¥f•

IAR~ J W W W W W _

.-

m •

mcu~

a Sc--.-

•• ~

aa.uwwwa

Pick up application in MUB Rm 124A
Deadline: April 10, 1985
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(continued from page 1)
rules must also be passed by the third Friday of classes by elim- mentions the drop fee. If it
Administration. From the Stu- inating the second Friday bus- · remains as it is, it will be in
dent Seria-te, the changes go to iness," she said. "We've in- conflict with the new Student
the Dean of Students Office and creased the fee from $10 to $25 Senate rule saying no fee is
but there will be so few students required.
the Registrar. •
Durdan said the proposal as
Stephanie Thomas, executive affected by" it that it won't
passed by the Student Senate
directo-r of administration ser- matter," Thomas said.
Durdan said Thomas must will go to the Dean of Students
vices, and registrar, said she
wanted to raise the add/ drop remove or change rule 3.144 Office where Stephanie Thomas
which sets the drop date at the will present her counterfee to $25.
"We've made everything the third Friday of classes and proposal.
He said, "If there is a com-

-------HONESTY-·------committee, on the Senate's
suggestion, changed it to say
collaboration is allowable unless
specifically prohibited by the
profc.:,.:,or.

Misrepresentation was not
defined in the original version.
The Student Senate put forth
the definition "The deliberate
falsification or deceitful presentation of information substituted in place of the truth is
cheating." The Academic Standards Committee must endorse
this definition for it to be

(continued from page 1)
included in the new policy.
The Senate was concerned
· with inconsistencies in the
initial procedures. A recording
must be made of both the initial
and appeals hearing, not Just
the initial hearing as stated in
the original policy.
The original policy made no
mention or representation during these hearings. The revised
version makes the provision
that no party involved in th~
hearing process may have an
attorney present for any proce-

A great new book from HUMANinteraction
Subtle winning

way ■

to tell someone they like youl

dure.
Lans said, "We approve of the
policy. It's just a matter of
specifics."
"The possible consequences
ot cheating should be knowu,"
said Hall.

promise, it wil! be cut or
dropped. $10 as it is serves no
purpose. A 150 percent increase,
I don't think you can justify it."
"The Student Senate wants
student input on this issue," said
Durdan.
Ted Eynon, student body vice
president, said, "We definitely
will not allow an increase."
Johri Davis, student body
president, said the Student

Senate will not support an
increase in the fee, because they
feel there is no justification for
it.
Thomas must get authorization from the Student Senate
and the dean of students office,
he said.
Davis said he hopes to have
the Student Senate proposals
in the dean of students office
during the second week of April.

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-

weekly throughout the academic year. Our off ices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Dqrham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue

by Journal TrtfJune flfddefunl, Maille.

Typing, Sele'ction of Paper and Envelopes

Plus ·
25 copies

* 25 envelopes * 25 extra sheets of paper

(Changes easily made with our 30 day memory storage.)
Open Monday - Friday 8:30-S-:30; Saturday 9-12

HowTo

.

~
~

f9

~

• Quality

•Speed

Durham Copy .

Economy

Jenkins Court• Durham New Hampshire 03824 • Tel. 603-868-7031

••••••• if you want

~~?.~':.

Nothing attracts people to each other
like certain subtle - signals. YOU can
learn what they are and how to use
them •••• with CONFIDENCE to"°make someone feel you're special. Benefit as
you enjoy reading of the first-hand
experiences of others, like yours~lf,
trying to attract someone they like.
o, you don't have to be beautiful,
wealthy, popular or unique in any way
•••• these tested winning ways do work
for everyone willing to try them.
We know how you feel about first encounters. Maybe you
are afraid to approach someone -- scared you will be
rejected, or worse yet, laughed at or put down. Perhaps you're missing your chance to meet someone that
you find interesting because you don't know the right
way to go abo~t it. Worry no more.
"HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY" was written especially
for you to overcome these fears and to give you
new self-assurance. Discover how to mak~ shyness
work for you. Know why "acting out of character"
is always the w~ong thing to do. Learn how to use
. the "verbal handshake" technique plus many more subtle approach ideas you have yet to think of. ·
Read how a mere glance, scent or smile can ignite
a relationship and be sure
that you're using them the
H<>W.TO right way. (You' 11 know _you
know how!) Chaptersalso
uncover many sensitive areas'
no one ever tells you about
but we tell •it like it is ••••
with humor and warmth. If ever
you've wanted someone you like
to "want to" know you then
this book . is a must I You won't

.!lirt MooD\v ·.

-·--·

put it down til it I S finished·.

"Hi!"

Box 1091, Shalimar, FL 32579

~ MU B PLANT

presented by •

~

SALE!l

Flora
~~~~People

special1z1ng in interior plantscape .design & maintenance-

: brighten your dorm room, apartment, office or home
. choose from a wide selection of
high_quality _houseplants at reaso~able rate~.
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO:
Enhance your communication skills?
Gain experience in interviewing and
Public relations techniques?
Learn more about your university?

· Become a

STUDENTS ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVE
THE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS
Study around the world. visiting Japan. Korea.

'laiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt,
Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages
sail in February and September offering 12-15
transferable hours of-credit from more than 60 voyagerelated courses.
The S.S. UNIVERSE is an American-built ocean
liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea admits
students without regard to color, race or creed.

To /earn more about this challenging opportunity
·
drop by
Belknap Room, MUB
Tues., April 2nd
3:30 - 5:00 p.m.

For details call toll-free

(800) 854-0195

or write:

Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education
University of Pittsburgh, 2E Fbrbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

or

SLIDE PRESENTATION

Wed., April 3rd
7:00 - 8:30 p.m.

Ton-ight 7:00 p.m., Smith Hall

EVERYONE WELCOME

Applications available March 25 - April 12th
in the Admissions Office, Thompson Ha//

ROOM .~ DRAW

MAJOR EVENTS INTERN
(Office of Student Activities)
1985-86 Academic Year

THE JOB:
-a paid position
-responsible for the planning and implementing of major .
campus wide events such as Homecoming, Winter Carnival, .
and Student Talent Show.

In-Hall
Room Draw Begins
April 5th In Your Hall!!
Refer to signs posted in your hall
or see your Hall Director for specific
information about the In-Hall Room
Draw Process for your halt.·

THE INTERN
-must be a full-time undergraduate in good academic standing.
-familiar with or participatio·n in student organizations
and/or major events.
-lots of enthusiasm and hopefully experience in planning
events.
-a creative mind

APPLICATIONS:
-available now in Rm. 126 of MUB
-deadline for applications is Monday, April 15th, at 4:00
p.m. in Rm. 126, MUB

PAGE FOURTEEN
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·Editorial
We should have seen it coming
We should have seen it coming. The
Registrar now wants to increase the fee
for dropping a class late, after three weeks
of the semester, to $25.00.
If there was ever a revenue enhancement
policy proposed at UNH this is it.
The increase is said to b~ necessary to
cover the administrative costs of processing
the paper work involved in late adds and
drops.
If $10 was an adequate fee this year, why
must the cost go up 150 percent? Is paper
that much more expensive? And with the
salaries at UNH the way they are, you can
rest assured that the people who will be
doing the "processing" of these forms will
see little to none of that money.
It would appear that now the three week
drop date has been successfully jammed
down the students' throats-apparently
to stay that way-the perfect opportunity
to take a little extra money from their
pockets is present.
The relevance of the drop date is greater
than you might think in this issue. A great
many students are confused by the limited

nature of their experience in decisionmaking, something, by the way, that a
University is intended to help them
improve. They are also under pressure to
make the decision to add or drop within
two weeks in order to avoid paying a late
fee for the processing of their forms. The
pressure is not extreme but the time
constraint is.

the Academic-Senate at which a proposal
by the Student Senate to extend the drop
date was brought up, the Registrar looked
around the room and began to play an
imaginary violin in mock sympathy for the
students.
You can decide for yourself if this is
appropriate behavior for an upper level
administrator at OUR (as in students)

It is very difficult to decide whether you
want to stay in a course based on two weeks
of classes. Three weeks is not that much
greater, but at least students have a
maximum of three more classes (in the vast
majority of courses) to help them make
up their minds.

should do one ofthe following:
1. Contact your student senator and tell
them your feelings on the issue.
2. Call the Dean of Students' Office from
any campus phone and tell them of your
disagreement. The number is 862-205 3.
(You can also write it down and put it in
the campus mail free of charge.)
3. Call the Registrar's office and let them
know how you feel. That number is 8621500. (Write to them if you want as well.)
4. If you are not satisfied with the response
from these folks don't forget the University
has a President securely in place. His
number is 862-2450. Feel free to call
anytime.

This idea must be approved by the Dean
of Students before it is allowed to become
_the "law of the University". Hopefully he
will see the dictatorial, extortionistic
tendency that the Registrar is trying to
exert.
To put the sympathies of the Registrar
in perspective, one incident in particular
must be brought to light. In a meeting of

U nivc_rsity. If you don't believe it is you

April fools abound in Durham
It came to Durham, seemingly overnight,
at just the right time of y~ar.
This weekend a scam hit this town and
the students here have nearly gone mad
with money fever. Just in time for April
FOOLS Day, the Pyramid Game snuck in
and is ransacking the pockets of the
normally calm and relatively conservative
students at UNH.
These people who are usually smart have
gone wild in an attempt to hit the jackpot

for some fast, easy money. This is a common
disease nationwide but at least most of the
people who have caught the fever to throw
their money away are doing it in the state
sponsored mega-lotteries that are everywhere. These people, although they may
spe·nd well over a hundred dollars in the
course of a year, are at least contributing
to the coffers of the states in which they
buy their tickets.
The students at UNH should not let
avarice cloud their ability to think intel-

ligently about this "game". It is not a
harmless game. If people recruit their
friends and those friends get burned in the
scam they will have made a little money
and have lost something far more valuable.
As intelligent human beings we should
end this scam now. At least if we can put
this burning desire out before it spreads
to the whole community we may be able
to save at lea_st our self respect even if we
lose some of our money.

Letters
Athletics

players are out of state private
schoolers or taught from scratch!)
~nd cut teams that are very popular
rn NH-Durham had state high
~chool champs in volleyball for
mstance.

Blood drive
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Today's Weather
There will be weather today,
but no one knows what it will
be for sure so we will do our
best to lie to you about it just
like real weathermen do.
It will rain cats and dogs
today so don't bring your
11
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Cruisers
out, Big
Wheelsin
By Kant Blowfish
The University System of
New Hampster (USNH) Board
of Lackeys approved Tuesday
UNH Pubic Safety's request of
11 Mattel Big Wheels to replace
their more-costly "cruisin' carts"
in an effort to cut the rising costs
of Pubic Safety's operations.
"We also need to exercise our
bodies to keep in tune with the
current trend of health and
casualty in the nation today,"
said Captain Rod Steel of Pubic
Safety.
The Lackey's approval will
allow the sale of the 11 cruisers,
each one worth an estimated
$24,800,- including the bar and
250-watt stereo system. The
more than one quarter of a
million dollars saved will be
used to purchase the Big
Wheels.
Pubic Safety Meter Maid Sally
Straplett said the remainder of
the money would be used for the
driver education program and
maintenance costs.
"After we put on all the
options, such as the 12-volt siren
and the blue and white strea-

rn hr~lla to s:chaol or it -will

be broken. You can also ex- _
pect the paths to be fouled
with animal feces so you'd
better wear old shoes. In the
afternoon there will be light
showers but they will be
extra-ordinary meteor showers. A travelers' advisory will
be in effect throughout t he
day so don't leave your homes
for any reason, especially
classes. According to The
New Hampsfers' science expert, Lefta Uran us the r e
shouldn't be any problem
except for "the extra large
ones that will likely fall
around T-Hall. But folks
shouldn't take any chances."

Lego's
I O}5'd for
science
·building

Kim and Tim Sclemiel, Siamese twins joined at the lips, are early admission freshpeople
in the Classless of '89.(Dim Mallot photo)

By Andwayyah HalfStream Everyone knows what
Legos are, the little plastic
blocks we all played with, fought
over, and used to build our
castles in the clouds. But today
Legos are no longer for kids serious architects are incorporating them into their building
plans, and UNH's builders are
no different.
Len-nerd Frisky, UNH vice
president of research intentions
and financial problems, made
no comment. Gordoon Howlin',
president of UNH, said, ''Using
CHECK IT OUT, page 3

.

Slammon gets nabb~d in Nicaragua
. .

By Leisel von Edelweiss
Pup Slammon, Tyke Brother,
and Editor-and-Fuhrer of the
HN U Harbinger, was arrested
by the Nicaraguan government
last week.
Slammon was nominated by
the United States Youth Council
to be one of six students (three

liberal, two conservative, one
pseudo-conservative) to tour
Central America and show them
what Apple-pie Americans are
really like.
Officials said Slammon was
arrested after accusing the President of Nicaragua of being
homosexual. He was told to take

back his remark and he would
be let go. Slammon refused,
quoting Churchill, "I will never
give in, never give in, never,
never, never."
Nicaraguan police gave Slammon the choice of a feminist or
homosexual for a cell mate. He
CHECK THIS ONE 2, page 3
chose the feminist. "If you can't
beat 'em join 'em," he said.
Dr. Seldge Hatchet, cofounder of the HNU Harbinger,
has appealed to the English
Department to use their influthe keyhole of his locked office fr-equently ducks out of his ence in helping Slammon. Andy
By Bliss Know
Thompson Hall office to ad- Panda, director of the journalLen-nerd Frisky, UNH vice door.
According to his troop of dress town governmental bo- ism program said they would
president for research intensee what they could do.
tions and financial problems, well-trained secretaries, Frisky dies.
After much deliberation, the
He recently told the Durham
told The New Hampster in an will not respond to The New
Bored of Seletivemen that UNH English department has decided
exclusive interview this week Hampster again until 2000.
"Mr. Frisky has a very busy must "Keep students' noses out to sent Howie to Nicaragua to
that he was "unavailable for
negotiate Slammon's release.
schedule," said one of the se- of administrators' business."
comment."
Nicaraguan officials are re'Tm just so tired of those
Frisky's comment was the cretaries,. who asked to remain
s:notty kids," Frisky said. "What questing a written apology to
first he has made to this news- anonymous.
i: .,•' Hmy~v~r, _.a~ inves,tjg~~.ion on t a ~ ~m. ~4ir~'t e be pri1:1~e-~ ~~' ~q(i-H°NP1 H~rbin, .
pap,r since he began his P.q~_
~ l ,.,, .L;t ,. , " ~ \. , ge~_G\~-fl9<l'.{t1Rn, Slammon_ must
tion- in July, 1983, and was ·~ ~oy TEe ,N,ew. H!!,mpster St(Q,be:-deli~eredj:µ,a.,.t~~~..o.ne $ht~ xli~.te~m --tev-&_jlJ.e.q t~t...-fa~ki~.... K,_FORGET IT ,._page 3_ _ __ \Yrt~e ., l ·~ 1li..oot.•caU ·_pres1dent~

Len-nerd ·Frisky talks--sort of

gay" 5,000 times.
Slammon's answer to this
request was 'Tll call a faggot
a faggot and a queer a queer if
I want to."
Slammon is shocked at his
situation. "I only agreed to go
on the tour because I knew it
would look goood on my resume,
I never expected this to
happen," he said.
Slamtnon has appealed to
President Ronald Reagan for
help. After reading an issue of
the HNU Harbinger, Reagan
laughed and said Slammon
would be better off in Nicaragua.

Word of The Day:
ambergris(-gres', -gris')
1

n. a grayish, ·waxy substance
from t4~ in~estina,l canal _qf,
rp ~.h~f~-&1 ,~-fJ~µ),fo~ii)d .
S pe r_
fldating i'fr -tnlpical seas: ; 'l . '
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Hovel s and tree house s for studen ts

By Andwayyah Half-Stream
Lottery losers may have yet
another housing option open
to them this fall. Woody Chuck,
a forestry major form Maine and
a lottery loser, said he is contemplating opening a condominium complex in UNH 's Collegewoods.
Chuck said two types of housing will be available, hovels and
tree houses . " You can eithe r
have bugs and snakes or birds
and squirrels fo r neighbo rs .
Only p ro blem wi th the tree
h ouse s is them squirrels ar e
alway s d rop ping in, leaving
th eir aco r ns all over the dang
pl-ace, and t h e rotte n things
ne ver sto p th eir chattering;
sound like my sisters."
"The location's real good, you
got College Brook for bathing
and washin and cow chi s from

Ritzman across the street make
for great fuel, and it's real close
to campus," said Chuck. He said
he won't be bathing in College
Brook though: "Too darn cold,
gonna. walk to the field house
and take me a hot shower."
Chuck said the tree houses
will be singles and doubles
"because lumber's expensive,
and it's hard to build up -there"
and the hovels will be doubles
and triples, "'cause the building
is less , dang it, it's easier, and
I can make 'em bigger." The tree
houses wiJl also co st mo re to
rent, "kinda like penthouses in
the woods," said Chuck.
Although Chuck is p lanni ng
to build quite a few hovels and
tree houses he said he doesn' t
see the woods being swamped
with lottery losers like himself.
" T h e rent ma be che a bu t

The UNH (Univ. of New Hampster) Coach wanted his player~
to stay aggressive during the off-season so he told them to
go out and b~at somebody's pet with a large stick. This player,
who didn't want to be identified said that he didn't agree with
the idea but that he would do whatever Coach wanted him
to as long as it would help them win. (Marlie Myth photo)

heating costs are gonna be
outrageous, and most folks just
plain don't like the scent of cow
and chicken manure on the wind
when they wake up the way I
do. "
"The College Woods Condos
are gonna be a mite too close
to nature for most folks," said
Chuck. " Come fall, though,
you' ll see some mighty brave
and some mighty cheap folks
dow n here, that you will. "

•

1n

Callous Pissoff, director of
Residential Life, said, "I think
having housing in College
Woods is a rotten idea, but then,
the students living there will
fit in with the rest of the
animals. College Woods in
U niversicy property and as such,
Resi-Life should have control
over any housing there."
Pissoff said she is concerned
about control of the project:
" This means I can ' t have any

Wood s
fun screwing things up, and I
won't be able to kick these
students out next year."
Blob Arsonist, who introduced the idea to Chuk said,
"Bloody liked the idea so much,
he's using it, and since I was
!ottered out, he's building me
a super deluxe hovel."
Arsonist's hovel will be the
only single hovel, and will be
used in later years as the managers flat, said Chuck.

Glue sniffing rots brains
By Andwayyah Half-Stream
UNH biologists Elme r H ue
and Page LePas te have completed their study on the effects of
glue fumes on UNH's art students.
Hue and LePaste beg,rn thFir
study after the brain death of
graduate student Belinda Flair,
whose specialty is collages. Quay
Orifice Hospital listed the cause
of brain death as 'brain rot'.
Hue a nd LeP asce said they
were curious as to what caused
her brain to rot. "She is a granola
typ e with no histo r y of drug
abuse so we figured it must have
been something in her working
environment," said LePaste.
" The first thing I noticed
when I walked into her studio
were t hese really grody odors
coming from some open jars.
It turned out to be drying glue,"
said Hue.
Flair's friends said they hadn't
noticed any difference in Flair.
After studyi_n g the brain cells
., of her friends, LePaste and Hue
·fou nd varying degrees of rot in
their brains too.
Hue and LePaste found inhalation of glue fumes rots the
brain cells. This is dangerous
becaue brain cells die, they don't

regenerate the way other types
of cells do.
"These art students sniff glue
fumes all day, and the chem icals
in the fumes enter their bloodstream and swim t heir way to

be walking zombies and p aint
m ore of those abst ra ct io n ist
t hi ngs they call art ," sa id LePaste.
Fla ir sai d, "Like, I didn't,
aaaahh h h, s niff t he gluey be -

thP hr!C!in ," said LePaste.

cause it was

"Yeah, and then when those
lit tle suckers, t hat's what they
are you know, get into the brain,
they say 'lee's get hi tched' and
attach them selves to the brain
cell and suck all the life out of
it," said Hue.
"If these students don't start
wearing gas masks soon, they'll

like, real difference I've, umm,
no ti ced, has bee n, like, my
paintings are more thougtless.
Yeah , that' s it , th ey' r e more
thoughtless , like, totally out of
it, like clueless."
" Do you thin k t hese ragg
wool socks match chis paisley
Indian skirt?" she asked.

phewy. The only,

D.e nnett to help
Prez by crying
By Dim Mallot
UNH student Stiff Dennett
has announced to The New
Hampster that he has come to
grips with his propensity to cry,
according to a press release sent
to this office, the Student Senate
and the Dean of Students Office.
Dennett said, "I realize now
that some things in my past
have shown that I complain all

the time . The most recent
incident was just the other day.
I woke up and looked out t h e
window and it was cloudy. Then .
it started raining. I just couldn't
control myself, the rears just
streamed down my face. I even
cry about the weather.
But Dennett may have found ·

DON'T BOTHER, page 3

SNOOZE BRIEFS
Old undgergra ds wanted
You still haven't passed English 401 and its only
your seventh time taking it. Have you been a student
at UNH forever, for so long you can't remember
enrolling? Yes? Then the Disney Channel wants
you!
The Disney Channel is looking for the oldest'
full-time undergraduate attending college or a
university in the US today.
The winner of the search will win $ 1000 in cash,
an expense paid trip to New York City, and will
be the guest of honor at Disney's Special Summer
Show at Radio City Music Hall.
The contest is being conducted in conjunction
with the Disney Channel's premier of "The
Undergraduates. "The movie and winner of the
search will symbolize that age is only a state of
mind.
If you are a qualifying geezer, send your name,
age, address, and the name of the college and major
to Disney U ndergad Search. For more info call The
New Hampster.

Coorectio ns
If you the reader spot an error in The New
Hampster, don't sweat it. If we cann live with it,
you can to! After all, no one said cooky don't crumble
and life was going to be easy. We are alowed a few
boo-boos!

U,St' }'1EC.K

"Za" field forever
A study done by undergraduates in UNH's
department of Nutrition, Bertha Cannolli and Spaz
Getty, in conjuction with Tin Palace, Wildcat Pizza,
and the Durham House of Pizza, have found that
University students eat enough pizza to cover six
football fields in one month.
Cannolli and Getty said they didn't count pizza
served in the dining halls, because "it isn't real
'za. The real thing doesn't taste like cardboard."
The students conducted the study to fulfill their
thesis requirements and out of personal curiosity.
"Bertha and I figured we eat enough pizza in a month
to cover half a football field. That's quite a lot."

Reagan wants to export
farmers
President Ronald Reagan in a speech before the
Gridiron Club last Saturday said, "I think we should
keep grain and export the farmers." R eaga n was
speaking of the prohibitive coses for the government
in keeping America's farms running.
Reagan plans to use the money saved by ridding
the country of farmers and their farms for an
automatic button pusher. Mr. Reagan said, " I just
sit in my office pushing buttons all day ." With a
button pusher, he would not have to do any work
at all.
• ·
·'

M(\tj~'L~

Monster in Great Bay
A Portsmouth woman, Riunitia Boozer, reported
seeing a strange creature swimming in the Great
Bay Tuesday. Boozer has named the creature the
"Lost Neck Monster" because of its squat body and
lack of a neck to support its bulbous head.
~oozer' s siting of the creature has been the third
this month, according to Portsmouth Police.
UNH marine scientist Eddy Flats, after seeing
a drawing of the animal, said, "Its my personal
conjecture, this is just a theory you know, that this
animal is, uh, related to Andre the seal. Actually
it could be his brother-in-law, Andre is always saying
he's a neckless wonder."

Jessie does it
University adm inistrators have found that Hall
D irector Guido Andretti has been running a brothel
in Jessie Does Hall.
U nivers;ty Police sa id 90 percent of the residents
were ir vulved and the Resident Assis tants were
acting as Madames.
The brothel reportedly brought in over $10,000
a week, at $150 a shot. The money was divided 6040 between Anc retti and the girls.
·
At the time of arrest, Andretti's only comment
was , "Holy smokes. Girls just want to have fun. "
An anonymous resident involved in the brothel
said ,~ "How eJ.se can -we -cope with tuit ion ri ses?"
I
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''AMAZING!!!''
-"Simply the BEST thing I ever did!!"
You too can be an influential member of
your community. You can win friends and
make your neighbors envious of the things
you can do.

Enroll NOW
in the
Yawn Doovis
School of
Charm and
Charisma!

--DONT'T BOTHER-(continued from page 2)

the niche he has been searching
for. Two professors and a graduate student have spent the past
two months studying Dennett's
crying and have discovered a
truly startling fact. Whenever
Dennett cries it is sure to be a
sign of a sharp down turn in the
"leading economic indicators."
As good Americans the profs

will send Dennett to Washington to cry for the President so
that his economic recovery will
have a prayer of recovering.
They included their taxdeductible contribution to the
restoration of the Statue of
Liberty with Dennett. This
saves them "all that money on
postage," they said.

-----CHE CK THIS ONE
mers on the handlebars, maintenance will be the big thing.
You can only spin out so many
times with those plastic wheels
before they collapse," Straplett
said.

(continued from page 1)
Steel said the more than one
quarter of a million dollars left
after purchasing and modifying
the Big Wheels might be used
to get Gortex running pants to
cut down wind resistance and

2----to "spiff up our appearance; our

regular black and blues are so
deadly boring. We might even
get pink leg-warmers for the
ladies, and the hot pants will
be optional wear, of cou_rse."

---AH,FO RGETIT-- (continued from page 1)
have a right to know what 's through a glass door several
months ago. The secretary said
going on here?"
"Let 'em read it in a paper," he he then climbed into an empty
drawer of a file cabinet in a
said. "A real paper."
The Strobelight team also Thompson Hall storage room. ;
learned Frisky will take extreme He remained there until he
measures to avoid The New learned the reporter muttered
"hell with it," and talked about
Hampster staff members.
Until his comment yesterday, the issue over a beer with UNH
the only thing he has granted President Gordoon Howlin'.
this staff was a blank stare

----CHEC KlTOUT-- -

Have any
unnatural or

bothersonie Growths?
Good House is now authorized
to per/orm Experimental Removal
__,,. _ -

(continued from page 1)
Legos to build the r:iew scienc_e Minimal Existence (formerly
building is a good idea, and 1t Residential Life) said, "I think
allows us to charge the students the idea of building with Lego's
big bucks because it will be ~ery is fantastic. We should build our
expensive to buy all those little dormitories with Lego's, they'd
be so much easier to repair."
blocks."
Gordoon Howlin' said,"Using
"Additional advantages inelude the many colors we can the Legos to build the science
use the amount of time it will building is just another example
tak~ to build the building, and of 'Regression in Regression '.
the amount of money we can It's another way of showing
funnel into Frisky' s depart- people just how innovative the
University can be."
ment."
Callous Kissoff, director of

-
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Hurry - first 15 get
FREE DISPLAY CONTAINER!
Walk-ins welcome
Covered by Health Pet!,_ -

------------------~
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FLAsk TIP OF THE DAY
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Never study sober. Stay out all night before exams. Try to set the
scale by encouraging your classmates to do the same. And don't worry
about graduation - only you will ever know if you get a real diploma

l

or not.
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112 • Manic Depression - the ups and downs
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114 • Loneliness - how to live with yourself
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113• Male Impotence - don't let it .Qet you down
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115 • Dealing with multiple personalitie.s - stop being two-faced
11 6 • Agrophobia and the homosexual - coming out of the closet
11 7 • H6w to make and keep friends ( sponsored by VISA,
Mastercard & A.E.)
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118 • Exhibitionism - the naked truth ( or exposing the real you)

Call Any~ime: Mon. - Tues., 3:10 a.m. - 4:15 a.m.
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EdiotorialIt's about time, that's right. At least now
Minimal Existence, (formerly Residential
Life) is dealing straight with the students
at the University. They have finally stopped
sitting on the fence and decided to never
have another lottery for housing. Hats off
to the brilliant director of that department,
old what's-her-name. She's finally nailed
down the problem with overcrowding in
the residence halls. There are students in
every room! That's right, in every room

on campus there are people that's why they
can't fit anymore in the dorms.

Thank God she's around to have invented
a system whereby we can get some of these
kids out of those rooms so we have a place
to put all those snotty-nosed freshpeople
who will be invading little Durham in the
fall.
The only problem with the system is that
it doesn't create any more space on the
campus for students to live.
Never is a long, long time, and remember
there was once a war to end all wars. But
I digress, those were the good old days, when
men were were men and women didn't
count. Ah, nostalgia.

This woman, the one in charge of
dislocation of students, should be made
President of the University. Then she could
eliminate the parking problem !)y banning
the ownership of cars and the overcrowding
in the library by eliminating studying. Then
what a fine University we would have. Let's
do it now: go out and protest for Kissoff
for President. Let's put someone in power
that can't handle it, at least we'll think
something is getting done even if it's not.
Hey it's working for America, it can work
forUNH.

Utter
The New Hampster litter policy.
·
The New Hampster is not at all interested in hearing
what you think, since most of you can't anyway. Why don't
you try writing to someone who cares. Try your mother,
and if that doesn't work, try a priest. They're usually good
at listening to sniveling drivel. If all else fails, you could
always try cat juggling. Mickey and Charlie just love it.

Awesome
To the Editor:
Just wanted to write and tell you
~?w much I like your paper. I mean,
Its sooo adorable-I just love it
absolutely to pieces!!! Especially
w?en I get to hear from all my
friends. That's why I think the
personals are just the most. And
when I c~n read about every tackle
my boyfriend Bozo made in Saturday's game I just tingle all over.
Au revoir (as they say on the
continent),
Ditsy Feelgood

Squeaks
speaks
To the Editor:
This is an open letter to the
University.
If you don't print it I will be very
mad and never buy your stupid
paper again. I'm tired of all the
liberals on this campus. They don't
have any idea about anything. All
they ever do is complain about our
wonderful government and the
President who is doing a great job.
I think he should get rid all (sic)
student aid for anyone who doesn't
· agree with him or his policies. That
will show all those guys out there
who don't like what's going on.
They should also make anyone who
doesn't sign up for the draft on time
enlist in the Army!
Signed,
Larry Squeaks

Liberals
Hey Homo,
You know, I don't really believe
all that crap that you print in your
liberal commie paper of yours. You
are all show_ing blatant honosexual
tendencies by printing fact related
stories. True newspapers, such as
The UNH Hooyay, have mastered
the art of psuedo-news. Being a
major contributor to The UNH
Hooyay, I am quite proud of its high
level of of nothing, and its outstanding ability to slander and libel any
existing institution which may be
next on its hit list. Since I am
writing this letter, I would like to
dispel any rumors that my obsession
with the sexual preference of others
in any way reflects homosexual
activity on my own part. I would
also like to express my confidence
that I have evoked a following of
responsible readers in my diligent
efforts with The UNH Hooyay.*
Please take my words to heart, and
I hope you all have thuch a thwell
day. Ta-Ta!!
Your pal,
Jean Crammin

* Editor/s note: Hordes of issues
of T/Je UNH Hooyayhave reportedly been found across the UNH
campus littering the floors of
bathrooms and clogging toilets.

OKpal
Hey You Fools in the MUB:
I wanna complain. You know,
about your paper. 'Cause I don't like
it and neither do any of my friends.
So why don't you just stop writing.
Cause if you don't, neither will I.
Unsigned
('Cause I ain't gonna tell you who
I am.)

Preparation UNH
A recent scientific breakthrough brings this bold
new product to you. If used twice daily, this product
is guaranteed to cure plaque, hemorrhoids,
extreme stupidity, club feet, warts on the lower
extremities, and eliminate the symptoms of
Computeris Nerd us Syndromeus (plastic _pen
holders, buck teeth, and horn-rimmed glasses).
Pr~paration UNH is available now at your local pharmacy in suppository form, or in new
easy-application gel

The New Hampster

SCUM
To the Editor:
I am writing to you as the first
President of Students Concerned
with Univ~ity Morals (SCUM).
I want everyone to know that we're
here at UNH. We will use any
means that we see f_it to get students
to join us in our crusade against fun,
drinking, sex and the Rocky Horror
Picture Show. Jerry Falwell has ·
agreed to be honorary chairman of
our group and we have the President as the first name on our
mailing list.·
Now that you know something
about us, I want to tell you how you
will be helping us. You will give
us front page coverage in every issue
of your paper; you will assign a
reporter and photographer to our
group at all times so we can
manipulate our image in the press;
you will support what we do whenever we want you to do.
You're probably wondering why
you will do all this. That's simple.
Because if. you don't, that beatific
senator from the extremely moral
state of North Carolina will organize a campaign to buy your paper.
So don't cross us, not even once.
Seth E. Slug
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Kissoff's New Job
In an attempt to attack the problem
of overcrowding in our nation's cit_ies,
President Reagan recently 11amed
UNH' s own Callous Kissoff as his new
Secretary of Urban Affairs. In her new
job Ms. Kissoff will be responsible for
the life quality of the residents of our
nation's cities.

By Swill Stiff

problems that come with overcrowding.
But wait! It doesn't stop there.
In addition, visitors to these cities will · Knowing that there are a great many
no longer have to worry about being people who need housing in order to

And Ms. Kissoff has already shown
the nation that she is indeed up to the
task. Although her first week on the
job is not even over, Secretary Kissoff
has already come up with a number
of policy proposals aimed at dealing
with the overcrowding problems that
many o f our nation's c ities fa.cc.

By far the -most impressive of these
policy proposals is a nation-wide
housing lottery. According to Kissoff's
proposal, each urban resident will be
assigned a m >1 ber and those whose
numbers are t. hosen will be assigned
housing in the city of their choice.
Those individuals who are not offered
housing will be assigned priority
waitlist numbers and shall get housing
only if someone who is offered a place
to live decides to turn it down.
As far as I' rri concerned, this plan
is a stroke of genius on the part of
Secretary Kissoff. Our cities will no
longer have to deal with the serious

lotteried out

accosted by bag ladies or bums who are
looking for money, be~ause no one who
has been denied housing will be allowed
into the cities.

survive, Secretary Kissoff has also
decided to create build-ups in certain
housing complexes in some of our
nation's larger cities. These build-ups

All's well at UNH
I honestly do not know what the fuss
is abQut. People complain about parking, and they complain about housing,
and tuition, and sports teams, and they
even have the gall to complain about
_classes and stuff. I just don't get it.
Take the parking issue. I drov{. my
Corvette into school today, and I found
a parking space without any trouble
at all. OK, so I parked on the women's
softball field, but it's not quite as far
as A-lot, and I hear no one gives a damn
about the team anyway. Granted, I do
have an advantage driving a compact,
sporty type of car. My friend couldn't
get his Mercedes on the first base line
where mine was, and had to drive out
to center field. Poor kid had to walk
a little further.
But walking may not be much of a
problem soon anyway. If they put that
Shuttle service into action, I'll be
golden. There'll be plenty of parking
in that peripheral lot in Concord, and
I'm sure the 50-minute bus ride will
relax me far more than sleeping an
extra hour in the morning.
Then there's housing. HOUSING!!!
Good grief. I cannot believe there are
students on this campus who actually
· worry about where they're going to
live. If they stayed up all the time, like
some students do, or if they had their
parents buy them a house nearby or
if they just quit their griping and shelled
out $400 or so bucks a month for rent,
they'd be all set. Besides, what in the
world are dorms for? A genuine
smorgasbord of on-campus residential
arrangements exists at UNH-everything from buildings with carefully designed interiors complete with
permanent beer odors and textured
(holes maybe?) walls, to more placid
settings without the distraction of the
opposite sex living under the same roof.
What a deal.
Parking's fine, living's fine. Now
we'll tackle the far more serious issue
of sports teams at UNH. We've got
the football team, and we need, without

any doubt, to keep it as prime fodder
· for an on-going study of the effects
of pursuing entirely unfounded high
hopes--that's unfounded, not unfunded.

Swill Stiff thinks that the Department of
Residential Life should he abolished because
no one could ever replace Callous Kissoff.

By Bliss Know
like the game: They should be used to
the what-I-say-goes attitude of this
fine institution's administrative body.
Ditto for the volleyball team. Just

ffSome people come to UNH for its
academics. Not me. Nope, I came
here for three reasons. First, in no
other academic institution are nonacademic concerns handled so
smoothly. Parking is a breeze,
housing couldn't be more convenient,
nor more comfortable, and tuition
is thoroughly manageable. And I
always know that just wh~n everything seems to be failing apart, I've
got a group of truly interested
administrators ready to support me.
Yeah, UNH is just the best."

Women's sports? You already know
about the softball team--1 mean who
really cares that there are a lot of
women on this campus who actually

will contain four to six families per
apartment and should alleviate the
overpopulation problems in these
cities. Of co_u rse, both the build-ups
and the lottery are only temporary.
Sure, Secretary Kissoff will have her
critics who will complain that she is
heartless and cares more aboµt her
bureaucracy than the welfare of the
people who live in the cities. This,
however, is an unfair and unfounded
charge.
The truth of the matter is that people
are just having too many children and
the cities can't hold them all. It's not
Callous Kissoff's fault that there are
too many people in the cities. Maybe
people should just try to control their
hormones.
All in all, Secretary Kissoff's proposals are not only appropriate-they
are totally necessary. We can be sure
that, with Callous Kissoff in charge,
the populations of our nation',s cities
will be prought under control.
All of us at UNH should be proud
of Callous Kissoff. And I would personally like to wish her luck in Washington.

where do they get the idea that
popularity and ability should have a
bearing on a team 's status? I'm just
surprised women's hockey hasn't gott~n

the old axe.- You'd think a team with
12 freshmen and their typically extraordinary record would be the first to go.
And while we're on the serious
subjects, I might as well set a few people
straight on a few other issues. RA's
griping? Just what for? Students aren't
supposed to have fun anyway, and they
say babysiting is the best training for
raising your own children. Besides, they
should appreciate their administrative
mentors as what they are--truly fine
management-oriented individuals with
complete concern for perpetuating
source of bureaucratic fuel on which
this and all universities ought to
survive.
Dropping classes? Three weeks, I'll
have you know, is 21 days, each of which
has 24 hours. That is a grant total of
504 hours in which to decide whether
- or not to take a class. So what if 495
of those hours aren't spent right in
the class--just think of all the time you'll
have to ponder whether you really want
to spend an entire semester studying
the stuff.
And then there's the kingpin of
student gripes--tuition. Money is
money is money, and that's all I have
to say about it. They send you a bill,
you open it. You get your checkbook
out, and pay the bill. Better yet, you
get your parents do it for you. Or if
you're really smart, you get a student
loan, pocket it, and still do the old
parent trick. I hear that's what most
students do--great way to pay for a week
in Fort Lauderdale, they say.
Yep, I've got this place figured out,
and I Gouldn't be happier. Now I'm
going to sign off here, hike up to softball
field, and take off in my 'Vette. I may
think UNH has its act together, but
that doesn't mean I think it's fun.

...
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New play stifles student s
Man On Campus," are wry sexual performances, Bates said,
By Johnny Flexs_trom
dealing with "It is important the audience
commentaries
controversial
"Sexfright," a
new play, will begin its national many of the problems today's remember that all my boys have
tour at the University of New teens have in stifling their gone through an extensive deinflamed sexual desires . " All- sexualiza tion program : Clint
Hampshire this week-end.
nighter" and the tongue-in- Eastwood movies, ballet, resprovide
will
produetion
The
students, through a series of cheek "Cramming For Exams" traint garments, the works. In
dramatic one-act plays and short take a much more explicit look fact, many of the boys performing in this weekend's- show
"encounters," with an oppor- at collegiate lust.
Thomas Bates, Headmaster haven't seen a woman in several
tunity to experience firsthand
what the play's producers call for the Illinois Boy's School and years."
"In the event that things do
"the ~orrifying ravages of sexual Correctional Institute for Flaand
a bit out of hand, we usually
Self-Abusers
get
Sexual
grant
love.
Sponsored by the UNH chap- co-producer of "Sexfright," says, keep a bucket of cold water at
ter of the Friends of Jerry ··By using the seminal ·scared- each end of the stage. Just to cool
Falwell Society, the play will straight' techniques in our pro- them down a bit, if the need
present Students with a number duction, hopefully we can turn arises," he added.
The female participants,
of true-to-life situations, some some of these young minds away
. painfully realistic, about the from purient interests and many of them volunteers from
nature of teenage and young- towards more wholesome ac- local feminist organizations and
adult relationships. While all tivities like joining the Marines, UNH sororities, should have
the pieces presented deal with attacking small, defenseless their hands full this weekend
the manipulation and deceit islands and killing peaceful as they engage in what is sure
to be a truly unique event, full
found in the predominantly villagers."
"If we can succeed in doing of laughter, ribaldry and a few
shallow relationships of immature college students, many go something like that, then I special surprises. Be sure to send
a step beyond this. They involve would think the sexual atrocities in your secret ballot to The New
simulated sex acts on stage, my boys are going to commit Hampster this week for your
according t~ the play's produc- here this weekend will be almost chance to meet privately with
the boys from "Sexfright" prior
worth it," Bates added.
ers.
When questioned about the
Some of the pieces, such as
SEX, go look for it
"Daphne's I)llemma," and "Big degree of simulati_on oC the

UNH loses out: no music
An eager participant in this_weekend's _"Sexfright"litribers
up in anticipation of the show.

Nosepick ers, BBs
reach new lows
after he devoured a less-than.
appetizing meal.
Those who enjoy walking that
fine line along the edge of
· insanity will enjoy "Everyone
Nose Now." It is a musical
adventure.
BY HEAD GNARLAN

Norman Nostril and the Nosepickers
Everyone Nose Now
Dazed Records
With the release of their new
LP "Everyone Nose Now",
Norman Nostril and the Nosepickers have secured a throne
in the punk rock empire.
The album opens with "Necrophilia," undoubtedly the
most spine tingling track. It is
full of nasty bass leads and
electronic highs. The lyrics are
equally intriguing: "I ran my
fingers through your
hair/though you'd been dead
for nearly a year."
Tunes like this bring out the
· perverse desires we all share.
"Urine My Thoughts" and
"Dallas" dip into scatalogical
realms of thought. Such forays
into the unknown should be
expected by a band as innovative
as the Nosepickers.
Lead singer Norman Nostril
claims the lyrics come to him
in dreams while the music is
.created later on by the rest of
the band. Nostril does admit the
track "Flatulence" was deve- loped in a.Burger King restroom

The BB's
Your Momma Rots in Hell
Stale Feces Records
With the recent upsurge in
the sales of "Christian Rock"
records, it .is only natural in this
post-punk (post-apocalypse?)
world to see the advent of
outright devil worshipping
bands. The BB's (which allegedly refers to "Beelzebeb's Buddies") are the first of this new
wave of "hate, destruction and
corruption" bands.
The BB's debut album on
their own independent record
label (originally financed by an
underground Los Angeles prostitution ring catering to folks
with some very wierd fetishes)
is chock full of anti-love imagery
and some VC:ry serious nightmares:
BAD MUSIC, page 7

By Conswilly They-named-adorm-after-me
In an unexpected misscheduling coup, The Grateful Dead,
Prince, and U2 were denied the
right to hold a three day UNH
for Africa music festival because
of, respectively, an Oyster Cult
High School hockey practice,
an intramural shuffleboard contest, and an outdoor sack race.
The snafu occured when administrators of the UNH sports
programs failed to grant permission for the Dead to play in
Snively Arena, Prince in the
Field House gymnasium and U2
on the football field. The bands

were to perform in a Friday to
Sunday festival, with proceeds
going to starving Ethiopians.
The bands were selected because
of their universal student ap._
·
peal.
Dick Jock, head of UNH
intramural and recreational
sports, explained that all three
areas were already scheduled
by the sports teams, and the
scheduling could not be changed.
"I didn't feel like going
through the hassle of changing
all the dates around. That would
take time away from my busy
schedule of sitting around in the
Field House drinking coffee,"
Jock said.

"I can't believe how badly the
kids are taking it," said Jock.
"I would understand it if there
were good groups like Wayne
Newton. I mean, I thought U2
was the name of a spy plane shot
down in Russia!"
Art Student, who had originally scheduled the bands to
play through SAFC and MUSO
funding, said he was shocked.
"This is a worthy cause, and all
the team members agreed to
give up practice but the Administration couldn't be bothered
to reschedule them. I'm wicked
pissed," Student said.
· No MUSIC, nowhere

UNH students gathered yesterday to express their rage over missing the chance to see Prince,
U2 and the Grateful Dead sharing the same stage; as well as a few other things. (Foolish photo)
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---------SEX-- ---------(continued from page sex)
to the show.
"Sexfright" will be perfromed
at theJohnson&Johnson Theat-

er this Friday and Saturday
nights. The spow begins promptly at _midnight. Tickets are

currently available at the MUB
Ticket Office for 99¢ each.

!'"'-------------------
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Zoo-NH top ten
1. Bland-Aid - "Do They Know
It's Famine Time Again"
2. Belly-donna - " Desperately
Seeking Sex"
3. Phil Bawlin' - "(There's
Pollen) In The Air Tonight"
4. Sick Gag-her - "She's On Top"
5. Pimple Minds - "(Don't You)
Take My Clearasil"
6. Screaming Sodomites - "Oat-

ing Jerry Falwell"
7. Bruce Burnstein - "My
Wallet's On Fire"
8. Howard Drones - "Things
Can Only Get Worse"
9. David Leech Moth - "I Wish
They All Could Be (Jump) Slugs
10. Silly-billy Drool - "Slum
Lord's Daughter"

- - - B A D MUSIC---

Performers rehearse for the "Se~fri'ght" show coming to UNH this weekend. Shown is a
·
scene from "Daphne's Dilemma." (Tigger the Tiger photo)

-------NO MUSIC-------(origins unknown)
Paul "Bone" Hewson, U2's
lead singer said,"! can't believe
these people. I sat down and
tried to talk some sense in to
Dick Jock, but he just wouldn't
bend. I'm going back to Ireland
to deal with the situation between the Catholics and the
Protestants. At least they listen
to me."
Jerry Garcia of the Grateful
Dead said, 'LHey, man, it's a total
bummer. Have you ever heard
of the experiment with the
hundredth monkey? The hundredth monkey was the one who
learned to wash its sweet potato
in salt water. I figure this Dick
guy is only the 80th monkey.
Let's roll some doobies."
·Prince could not be reached

for comment.
Baba O'Reilly, a junior English major, said, "This whole
thing is f---ed. It would've been
the musical experience of a
lifetime. I'm never going to
another sports event at UNH."
Johnny B. Go9de, a senior
Music major, said, "I never
learned to read or write so well,
but I can play my guitar like the
ringing of a bell, so I'm personally disgusted that these great
bands won't be coming to UNH.
I consider music more important than shuffleboard. I think
we students should have Dick
Jock fired."
Tommy Teen, who plays on
the Oyster Cult High School
hockey team, said he quit over

the dispute. "I mean, it was only
an extra Saturday practice for
the B team. I personally like
bands such as Quiet Riot and
Twisted Sister, but I believe in
the supremacy of Rock 'n Roll.
I was thinking of going to UNH
after high school, but definitely
not now. I'm heading. out to
California."
The controversy has allegedly
created a bad name for UNH
in the music world. Groups
ranging from Adam Ant to Van
Halen have canceled plans to
tour at UNH. However, at the
suggestion of Dick Jock, Wayne
Newton will perform in the
MUB Pub on April 31st.

<continued from page sex)
good record are "Teenage Sex
Your momma rots in hell
Bondage Mutants in Hell,"
Her limbs are falling off
"Burning Perspectives," and the
But she can't find them
next single from the album, "I
Her eyes fell out yesterday
This title track gives some Killed Your Cat Tonight." All
semblance of sense w rheir songs fearure your favorice chree
entirely black album jacket chords, A minor, G and an
CY ou should go and meet your occasional F. In fact, the momomma/Help her find her notonous overtones of this
eyeballs/Maybe you'll find her record are perfectly compliarm too"). The video to this mented, as the liner noted aptly
song has been in heavy rotation indicated and, in fact, this
on MTV (Mutant Television).
reviewer tried and found rather
Directed by head mutant delectable, by comsuming 2 to
George Romero (Dawn of the 4 Quaaludes and a twelve pack.
Dead), the video features scenes As David Bee Bad indicated in
of a grandmother figure per- a recent Rolling Stone interforming various sex acts to a view, "Being completely f****d
guy in a red suit and a barbed up is a perfect method for
tail while the band members sit discovering Satan's influence
in a sea of fire drinking generic on your life. Hell, look at me,
beers and laughing their heads I had Wild Turkey for breakfast.
__ You have a much greater chance
off (literally).
These are the only images of of killing someone while inebthe band that have yet been riated. Sounds good to me."
made available to the press and
The calls to death, mayhem,
when first viewed, one is re- destruction and suicide prevail
minded of the old rock band throughout this record. "Adultfrom the 1970's, KISS, which, hood is only learning to coverof course everyone knows since up your insecurities/So kill you
the recent Moral Majority de- father," urge the BB's on "Kill
cision, stands for Knights in Your Parents" According to all
Satan's Service.
reports, the average BB's conBut, the BB's ties to KISS do cert features virgin sacrifice,
not end with mere Satanic frequent audience casualties
influences. The BB's lead singer, from sharp, pointed objects and
David Bee Bad, makes Warped flowing cow blood in the aisles..
Brother's Wee Wee Snyder's
Needless to say, evangelicals
make-up job look like Boy might shy away from this new
George while experienceing metal-hate band. But, if the devil
menstral pains. Not to be out- is your bag, this abum will
done, drummer Puddin'head certainly be appealing. Don't
Wilson's face is made up with bother bringing any aspirin,
these guys won't go awat
the Soviet flag.
BY THOMAS F. YOUNG
Other songs on this wicked

E NOT SO FUNNIES
By Gori Borus
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Snorts
Differ ent brand of track meet at UNH
By Bill Dodger
At the University of New
Hampshire, the need for programs like Outward Bound
Survival 701 is minimal. The
track programs, both indoor and
outdoor, suffice not only to push
athletes to excellence in their
events, but also to teach them
to be quickwitted and alert if
they want to keep their hides
intact.
The indoor track at the Fieldhouse is quite an experience.
Standard issue for all track
participants includes; an oxygen
tank and mask, a miner's cap
with a hcaJhuup (d1b increases
visibility through the dust to
about six feet) and a full-life
insurance policy from Mutual
.of Omaha.
Needless to say. watching a
track meet, if you can work up
the nerve, is unusual at very
least. Track races look a lot like
highways on a foggy night. All
that is visible to the eye are the
headlamps bouncing up and
down on the foreheads of the
runners. The most prevalent
sounds are the screams of
hurdlers as they slam into
hurdles they never saw.
Track injuries are a common
occurance, but at the Fieldhouse
track they are more the rule than
the exception. Aimless wanderers are often beaned by shotputs and weights as they walk
across the infield of the track.
Once the radar scanner is in.stalled in_front of the throwing

circle it will be much easier to
tell if someone is lurking in the
roiling cloud of dust that the
throwers heave their metal
objects into.
Actually, it may be a better
idea to simply delete the throwing events. When one considers
the number of weights and
hammers that have been irrevocably lost in the murk, the .
costs far outweigh the benefits.
Add to this the fact that no one
have ever won a shotput or
weight competition at the Fieldhouse because it's impossible
to find the spots where they land
to measure the throws and you
havt a thoroughly convincing
\
arguement. .
Maybe things would be different if the sandblasting team
practiced someplace else ...
On the outdoor track, the
visiblility is much better but the
track is, believe it or not, much
worse. I wouldn't say that the
conditions are unbearable, but
because of the circumstances,
the track teams run a few events
that are unique to this school.
The 100m Pothole Jump
In this event, the sprinters
line up as usual and, upon the
sound of the gun try to run 100
meters in their lane as fast "
possible without stepping in a
pothole. Lane selectio[! is vital
in this event as one or two of
them have potholes so large that
it is virtually impossible to leap
·
over them.
Two se_c ond penalties are

(Left to Right)Ed Damphouse, Harry Lichtman and Matt Colbert being taken over by the
everyday conditions of the indoor track.(Blob Arsenic photo)
assessed for every pothole
stepped in, but no one has ever
been assessed the penalty because no one has ever made it
out of a pothole to finish the
race. The Durham hook and
ladder is usually on hand to
assist hapless victims from their
fate.

The 1500m lane fight :
This is just what is sounds
like. Because the white lines
separating the lanes are so dim,
everyone thinks they have a
right to the inside lane. As soon
as one of the runners finally
establishes position in the inside
lane and sees how bad it is,

however, he or she immediately
starts fighting through the pack
to get to the outside. This event
usually ends in a teamwide
rumble or the lynching of the
coach naive enough to bring his
team to UNH for a meet.

Tiddly-wink club in as team
By Chico Capucci
program since there are 24 feel badly. Besides tiddly-winks
Yesterday afternoon U niver- members on th~ tiddly-wink is on the move."
"I guess we should have been
sity of New Hampshire Wom- team and only 23 on the field
more careful," said one field
en's Athletic Director Betty hockey squad.
"We don't want any team hockey player. "We should have
Runaround announced that the
women's tiddly-wink program here at UNH to be too success- known not to win so many
will be upgraded to varsity status ful," said Runaround. "It only games and work so hard in practice."
next season, while the highly · makes the other UNH teams
successful women's field hockey
squad will be lowered from
varsity to club status.
"We feel the tiddly-wink
program has shown great improvement over the last couple
of years and that the sport is
in great demand throughout the
country," said Runaround. "Upgrading the program should
help us attract some of the better
performers in the country to our
fine University."
'Tm estatic with the progress
The N ~tional Collegiate Athletic
this team has made," Flip said.
"The team's improvement
Association (NCAA) released the names
should continue with the recent
of the four members of this season's Allcompletion of our new multifacility."
million dollar
Under-Six Foot Basketball Team.
Some reasons given by RuChosen· for the team were "big man",
naround for the demotion of the
5' 11" Michael Adams of the Boston
field hockey squad were it was
having
successful,
too
becoming
College Eagles, 5' 10" Andre Turner of
made it to the NCAA playoffs ·
the Final Four participant Memphis State
the past two seasons, and the
fact that field hockey couldn't
Tigers, 5'1" Anthony "Spud,, Webb of
match the popularity of tiddlythe North Carolina State Wolfpack and
winks in colleges and secondary
5'3" Tyrone Bogues of the \: ake Forest
schools nationwide. In addition,
Runaround, said that this
Deacons. ·
Ro~ney Rock;; Johnson soared to new heights 'whed 'le"ita~d- i • <;~3if1ge, .vwu.lq h,:.ing ?19t;e P~~~ 1 1
omen s athlettc
J;'ile Hl(othe .,w
t. '"<I ,.,., x,,,:
· Pla1n·. ,. hotof
, ' (Dane
" season.
' 1s
( opponent~ 't h
·
r , ·
'· · ~ · · , ..__.· :11"':::JPr ; b y an
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University Porum
Death By Stoning
The lottery-it brings to mind that wonderfully
suspenseful short story by Shirley Jackson in which
the townspeople draw slips of paper and one
unfortunate soul inevitably selects the marked one.
His fate? Stoned to death by his own family, friends
and neighbors, regardless of his impeccable qualities
as a citizen of that town.
When I first read this several years ago, my initial
reaction was, "My God, how awful!" But it is only
a story, I reasoned, and let it go at that. The
University of New Hampshire has, however, taken
it upon themselves to recreate this tragic fiction
into a horrible reality for 315 of its student~.
No, perhaps "stoned to death" and the outcome
of UNH's room draw are not wholly comparable.
Nc::vt1d1dtss, it does place us victims in a terrible
bind.
As Kathryn Ida-Chesney, UNH's Housing
Coordinator, so eloquently informed me, "I am
writing to advise you that your name was not selected
as one of those students to receive a housing offer... "
Perhaps "advise" and "not selected" were chosen
in lieu of "notify" and "booted" to make it sound
as though Resi-Life really does give a damn about
315 "bootees."
Yes, I am well aware of the primary force behind
this ludicrous lottery system: state financing (or
lack thereof). To keep the money flowing into this
University, the Admissions Office accepts more
and more incoming freshmen each year. And yes,
UNH does have a responsibility to house these
students.
·
As is evident, the University has entered a vicious
circle; there are simply more students seeking oncam pus housing than .there are available spaces.

By Patricia Crawford

Furthermore, some method of elimination is, indeed,
necessary. This lottery ga~bage, how~ver, is certainly
not the fairest and most responsible system of exiting
this cycle.
My proposal to alleviate this highly inadequate
selection process is in terms of the University's
Judicial system. I adamently believe that those
incorrigible and irresponsible students who face
Jud Board should be the ones to be evicted from
on-campus housing. This may sound a bit harsh,
but it's the only feasible solution I can find.
When students sign their Room and Board
Agreements, they are well aware that as dormresidents, they have a responsibility to act as mature
individuals. As the name Jud Board implies a
violation against the University's policies has be~n
committed. As an offender, the student should pay
the price and be booted from on-campus housing.
This selection process would not only rectify
the unfair practice of displacing "law abiding"
students, but would also serve as a deterrent to
potential violators of the University's rules and
regulations. If students were subjected to such a
consequence, then perhaps they would think twice
before vandalizing dorms, pulling fire alarms, and
flagrantly encroaching upon the rights of their
peers.
With the implementation of my proposal, the
trouble makers would be weeded out and forced
to look elsewhere for housing. Those students who
do -abide by University policies would be rewarded
by having first priority for on-campus housing.
Furthermore, the quality of life in a UNH dorm
would be greatly enhanced and far more conducive
t0 academics than it presently is.
·

It is time, as this is the second lottery to have
been held in three years, for UNH's Judicial System
to stop its ineffective hand-slapping and seriously
deal with offenders. Based on the abundant number

of Jud Board cases heard each year, it is most probable
that there exists a sufficient number that could
displace those 315 randomly chosen students' who,
either for financial reasons or sheer convenience,
want tO remain in UNH dorms.
If the magical 315 cut-off quota still exceeds the
number of Jud Board cases, then Resi-Life should
re-examine its decision of dissolving all triple rooms
on campus. Yes, the lounge build-ups should be
aoolished; but is it really necessary to do away with
tilt triples, expecially at the expense (both
figuratively and literally) of kicking students off
campus?
It hardly seems justified that our housing was
jeopardized. I'm sure that if UNH truly had the
desire to treat its students fairly, then the Judicial
System and Resi-Life would reflect this.
Let's face it-rent for Durham housing is
prohibitive. And for many other students, the
thought of being isolated in neighboring towns
is downright nauseating. But until the "stoning,"
as it were, of responsible students ceases, this is
exactly the dilemma with which upperclassmen
at dear ole UNH will be chronically plagued.

Patricia Crawford is looking for a house
anywhere in New Hampshire.

A New Revolution
This Thursday will mark the seventeenth anniversary of one of the darkest
days in American history. It was on
April 4, 1968 that an assassin's bullet
cut down Martin Luther King, Jr.,
ending a dream for peace that was held
by millions of people of all colors
throughout the world.
Perhaps no person has come closer
to exemplifying the story-book image
that most Americans hold of themselves. Martin Luther King was a man
with a mission. He saw the injustice
of a nation that subsisted on racial
hatred and set out to change it. Even
when he knew that that hatred would
lead to his death, he never questioned
his mission, and he never lost his
commitment to nonviolence.
Unfortunately, he was faced with
the reality of America. Although
America considered itself a bastion of
justice and righteousness, it was in
reality a country infected with the
disease of hatred. When blacks de-

By Bill Smith
notion that love could be used as a tool
change the hatred of a nation into
a bond of brotherhood.
America's new revolution, is teaching
us entirely new lessons. It has turned
its back on the goal of achieving a sense
of brotherhood among all people.
Instead it has focused its attention on
fighting the attempts of those who are,
seeking equality.
Perhaps the most disturbing aspect
of this new revolution is its display
of hatred. The people involved have
shown this hatred in the way that they
treat others. Their favorite targets are
people whose sexual preference is
different from theirs and anyone, like
feminists, who stand up for themselves.
Another frightening aspect of this
new revolution, however, is the rising
prominence of the Ku Klux Klan and
the white supremacists. These people
claim that all blacks are rapists and
crooks and that Jews are out to take
over the country. Many of these groups

manded equality, many whites in both

to

the North and the South fought them
with all their strength. When these
whites discovered that they couldn't
stop the blacks in their quest, they
resorted to violence, murdering
hundreds of blacks, inluding Martin
Luther King.
And today, seventeen years later,
we should take a cold, hard look at
ourselves.
In recent years we have seen a new
revolution take hold of our country.
Unlike the nonviolent revolution of
the black civil rights movement, this
new revolution is based on hatred. No
longer do we hear the warm voice of
compassion that characterized Martin
Luther King and his movement. Instead
we hear the shrill cry of hatred and
intolerance.
The revolution of the black civil
rights movement was based on the

The Big Green Think
Unadulterated evil in this world is
rare to come by, so when it does appear,
I take a special interest in seeing what
it will try to do t9 screw up my life.
Its most recent appearance came in
the form of: a displacement letter from
Residential Life, a mysterious glitch
in my typewriter, and most terrifying
of all, the blooming of a Christmas
cactus (indeed, a harbinger o( doom).
The letter wasn't too hard to handle.
I had partially expected its arrival and
had already decided to move off campus
when it did come to my snug mailbox
(not that I get much mail but my box
is quite small). The typewriter glitch
was fixed by a deft twist of my
screwdriver (actually a slip of the wrist).
But the electric red blooms of that cactus
were terminal-Spring Fever had infected me.
·
$pring Fever-that pleasant, sunny,
ca·r e-freez disease
of the industrious
..
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The Nick Carter #211: The Jaguar
Incident book has an irresistable plot;
better than my studies in Hellenistic
Civilization. Dissipation becomes more
than just a word to me.

! e~>t

Bi11 Smith is Co-Editor of the University
Forum.

By Ken Fish

spirit-has me caught like a ball of
cotton candy swirled around a paper
cone.
A · senseless pattern appears: the
test is only four hours away and I
haven't really studied, but a hovering,
red frisbee pulls my eyes away from
the text and muffles my complaining
common sense.
That five page paper I have had all
_ week to do still sits dusty in my
typewriter with only "Review and
Compar ... " written on it.

These and other pieces of evidence
point to the culprit: Spring Fev·en. And,
bor, d'?
jt baaadd~d'. ~
-

openly acknowledge that they are
building up stockpiles of weapons in
preparation of an ultimate war against
the blacks, the Jews, and their "white
trash" supporters.
It has only been seventeen years since
Martin Luther King was assassinated,
but we seem to have already forgotten
his message. The Rev. King showed
.us that it is better to fight, and even
die, for justice than to walk with those
who foster hatred. Our country, however, seems to be moving back to a past
era where civil liberties are considered
unimportant.
~It will be this hatred that will tear
our nation apart. Before his death,
Martin Luther King said that as long
as there is one man who is not free,
no man can be free. Our country now
seems to be casting itself into bondage,
imprisoned by the shackles of hatred.

~

It's a sensual addiction that comes
your tests, your neuroses or problems
in ·seasonal outbursts of blooms and
with every day life. It's the incarnation
greenery; no one is immune, but nearly
of the vegetable and it's looking for
everyone learns to rotate the rest of
YOU.
.
their lives around it. Except me, that
In fact, even as I write this column
is, and my grades which follow a
(it looks like the gnarled trunk of an
straight line right into this Green Hell. _ elm), I feel my burden being lifted like
When I lay down on grass that has
the puffed seeds of a milk weed plant
been crushed by snow and ice for the
flying from their stalk and each
past five months, I seem to sink into
keystroke falls harder and harder. The
the tickling tendrils and surrender my
n~urology test on the horizon starts
fish-belly white skin to the vigorous
to sink with the flattened red sun. My
rubbin' o' the rays. I become part of
brain becomes the flower of my brain
the lawn and develop into a state of
stem, from which my spinal cord works
vegetable consciousness.
its way down and dips into the ground
Or unconsciousness, because Spring
to take root ..
Fever doesn't deal much in the way of
Some would call this a snafu in me,
"responsibility", "punctuality", or any
but Nature calls it "Situation Normal:
of the other bummers of the Collegiates'
All Flowered Up."
Burden.
Spring Fever is evil precisely because
0-f its :imoiallt'y; it~ a~t't11;~e... tQ~t)~~... ,, · ,;r_.r, ~ .,' -,~ '.; _ , '..-t .", ' ... ' t '·, • doesn't'rea!ly give a flying hoot abou~ . •K'!{l ljlsh likes; fI7e_fh.. v_eg_eta,b/es, t t .,_ ( l •• ,,.
.
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1985-86 Academic Year

:

Judicial Coordinator

*

-

Gain valuable experience
working in a student
_o rganization ana earn
compensation too!
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**:

has an opening for
Business Manager
for 1985-86.

!

*
*
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Applic~tions are available immediately
1n Room 153 in the MUB.
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*
:
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t DUTIES:
:

The-Student Press

**
Paid Position Available_ i

Coordinating hearings, planning and
implementing training sessions for board
members, hall staff and faculty and
counseling students.

APPLICATIONS:
Can be picked up in the Dean of Students
Office, Huddleston Hall.

t
**t
t
t

:

*

i*

*t

t

**

t

DEADLINE:
Monday, April 15, 1985

**
!
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*

For Additional Information contact:

Laurie Krooss or David Burr
862-2050
Dean of Students Office

-

t*
:

t
t
*

~······••li4'••····························:
Be a part of one of
the biggest and best
organizations on campus!!

SCOPE++ +
positions for 1985-86
*Hospitality Dir.
*Hospitality Assis.
*Publicity Dir.
*Publicity Assis.
*Business Assis.
*Security Mngr.
*Office Mngr. (work study only)

SCOPE
Production & Security
Sign-Up Meeting
Tues., Apr. 2, 1985
7:00 p.m.
. (Tonightl)
Granite State Rm.

MUB

ALL INTERESTED IN
HELPING WITH

Applic. avail. now at
SCOPE office, Rm.146, MUB
Interviews begin ...
Get lnvolvedl

.. SCANDAL
SHOW PLEASE ATTENDI
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NH Gentlemen host Ivy League rivals
By Julie Barker

The New Hampshire Gen. tlemen presented their sixth
Annual Spring Song Festival
Saturday night to a full house
in Johnson Theater, P.C.A.C.
Performing with "The
Gents" were The Princeton
Tigressions, a women's a capella
singing group, and the worldrenowned men's group from
Yale, The Whiffen poofs.
The Tisressions st~rtP<"l off
the evening's entertainment
with Prince's "Let's Go Crazy,"
an upbeat, contemporary favorite. Sensitive love songs like
'Java Jive" and "Boy From New
York City" followed these familiar arrangements popular
with a cappella groups showed
the group's diversity and talent.

these professional young men
co continue, and brought them

back out for two encores .
"You people are scary," joked
Director Paul Vita when The
Whiffenpoofs returned for their
well-known " Whiffenpoof
Song." Written by the charter
members of 1909, the song is
performed at the end of every
concert.
Dave Callahan, an alumni
from "The Gents," introduced
The 1985 New Hampshire
Gentlemen after The Whiffenpoofs. "The Gents" had a screaming welcome from ·the crowd
when they strutted on stage in
their white tails, top hats and
canes. "This is the highlight of
our year, and especially to wear
these fancy tuxes," director
Andy Hayden told the audience.
This was The Tigressions'
Sophomore Peter Keene startsecond performance with The ed off "The Gents"' perforGents this year. Tigressions' mance with his solo in "When
President, Mary Whitaker said I Was Just A Boy."
it was great to be back: "The
"Emphasis this year was on ·
audience was fabulous."
!_earning new music," said Andy
The New Hampshire Gentlemen performed for an appreciative audience in the Johnson Theater · The Whiffenpoofs, dressed Hayden. And their recent trip
in their traditional black tuxe- to California, wher~ they perSaturday night. (Diana Frye photo)
does, lived up to their world- formed for UNH alumni, was
wide reputation of fine music a milestone for the group. "The
as they sarig their four part Gents" made continuous refharmony for a very receptive . erences to their trip between
New Hampshire audience. The each song and during renditions
fourteen Yale seniors, chosen of The Beach Boys' hits, "I Get
at the end of their junior yea-r Around" and "Little Deuce
for their outstanding vocal Coupe."
ability, continue to live up to
Alumni from the group
their 75 years of tradition with joined The Gentlemen for The
such songs as "September New Hampshire Alma Mater,
Song, " "Slap The Bass, " and for which the audience rose.
"Trickle, Trickle." The audience
was whistling and cheering for GENTS, next page

UNH students
'horror-lied'
enjoys the show " because it's
By John W. Hurney
Transvestite mania struck the something my mother would
University of New Hampshire hate and because it's a great
Saturday" when the Memorial excuse co· blow people's minds.
Union Student Organization It's great to blow off social
.
Disc J ockey Pat Campbell plays the hits while Pan Ryan handles listeners' questions, comments (MUSO) presented "The Rocky expectations."
Freshman Kim Knuuti said
and complaints. (Jed Evans photo)
Horror Picture Show" to a
- firs_t suggested at ~he lntercol- companies who send us that packed house in the .MUB Pub.
By Patricia O 'Dell
unior Cathy J:.ipa__said ·she
"New 91 FM, where the hits l~gi~te Bi:oa~castrng Conven- stuff because they can't be
never stop" Pat Campbell said uon m Washington as a way to bothered to decide who'll play
gain sup~ort .for stations ~ith it and who won't," said Music
as he answ~red the phone.
alternative programming, Director Todd Bisson.
"WU N H plays all the h its Piehler said.
because that's all that matters,"
"Basically what we're trying
announced the tape being rolled
Yesterday's playlist was com- to do is raise a lot of money and
between songs.
pletely predetermined; no lis- this is a good way to get people
interested in giving us money,"
"Now we can really cater to tener requests were accepted. Bisson said.
WUNH
on
fe;itured
Artists
our audience," Campbell to ld
yesterday included Rick Springhis list_e ner.
field, Madonna, Bryan Adams,
WUNH 's annual marathon
Wham! and Tina Turner. ·
will begin April 8. It will
Yesterday, Apr il 1, WUNH
continue through April 14.
" People take us for granted During that time, "people are
completely changed its fo rmat .
for one day. Only Top 40 music sometimes. We offer something going to call and, hopefully,
was played from 6 a.m., whe n different from what's splashed contribute whatever they can
the station began broadcasting, . all ov e r the d ial. There 's a contribute," said Disc Jockey
until 10 p.m. By 3 p.m., t he factio n at the U niv ers ity that Dan Ryan.
station received more than 100 be lieves we should be play ing
phone calls, most protesting the exactly what W H EB and W ERZ
Ye sterday's p rogra mm ing
chan2e. according ro General are playing," P iehler said.
was designed to attract attentio n
Manager Robert Scott Piehler.
and support tor the station, he
"I would say duplicating other
said.
''The people who thought this people's programming doesn't
was a(tually happening had the help anyone. People like us the
"Do you know what today is,"
biggest April Fool's joke played way we a~e," he added.
Ryan asked a caller. "Right. It's
on them this University has ever
just a joke. But it's ro make
seen," Piehler said.
"The only problem is that we people realize not to take us for
.don't have very much Top 40. granted."
.
Students practice "doin' the time warp" during a performancf
·
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Symphony orchestra impresses audience
ible talent as an oboist. His solo
was delightful. In the first
movement, the harpsicord's
notes rang through clearly.
Hollinger' s solo became intensely difficult and his fingers flew
across the keys.

By Barbara Koontz
The New Hampshire Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
James Balle, performed for a
large audience in the Granite
State Room in the MUB Saturday night.
The Orchestra's program
consisted of four works by
familiar composers: Haydn,
Vivaldi, Lebruan and Schumann.
The Vivaldi and Lebrun works
featured Heinz Hollinger as a
guest oboist. His solos were
extremely difficult and beautifully executed.
_ The first piece, the Symphony
No. 74 in E Flat Major,by
Haydn, consisted of four movements. The Vivace assai began
enthusiastically with an energetic crescendo which alternated

between the flutes, strings, and
oboes. The Adagio cantabile was
the second movement and its
soft introduction by the strings
led ro a flute and oboe solo. The
immediate burst of sound of the
third movement led to diminuendoes and the string section
racing up and down the scales.
The final movement featured
the strings playing scales with
pauses, echoes and a dramatic
finish.
fo the Vivaldi Concerto for
Oboe in C, Rv 447, Heinz
Hollinger exhibited his incred-

r

The Leburn Concerto for ment was a bouncy, playful
Oboe· No. 1 in D Minor also piece. The audience loved Hoshowed off Hollinger's im- finger and he was called back
mense talent. The rigorous oboe - for three bows after he had
solo in the first movement led finished his incredible solos.
to a slow, waltz in the second
The final work on the promovement. The t~ird move- gram _was Schu~ann's Sym-

phony No. 3 in E Flat, opus 97
Rhenish.The majestic beginning led to a wild movement
played by the woodwinds. The
booming music of the french
horns made for a spectacular
effect and it eases the Orchestra
into the second movement
which was slower.
The second movement, Scherzo. Sehr massig, was a graceful
piece with the lower brass and
the woodwinds playing, ending
softly before continuing to the
third movement, a pretty, wistful piece.
• The fourth movement was a
solemn processional with the
· brass section creating a heralding effect and the timpani .
beating out a steady march. The
fifth and final movement was
the most impressive.
After a vigorous beginning
with the trumpets playing a
mighty crescendo, the french
horn!: joined in. ~The program
ended with the entire Orchestra
joining together in this movement to create an awesome
allegro crescendo.
The New Hampshire Symphony Orchestra performed
brilliantly and Hollinger was
an excellent addition to their
program. The audience was left
Heinz Hollinger, guest oboist with the New Hampshire Symphony Orchestra, takes a bow applauding for more. It was an
excellent concert.
after a fine performance Saturday night. (Diana Frye photo)

----ROCKY--- <continued from page 17)
since she owns the soundtrack
of the movie but had never seen
the show, she was very excited
~bout fin ally being able to see

it:

Freshman Peter Katz, a_nother first time viewer, said he was
very eager to finally see "The
Rocky Horror Picture Show,"
since he had heard all about the
things people usually do at the
show. (Viewers often throw rice
and toilet paper, and squirt
water from plastic pistols during
the show.)
Katz said he would have
enjoyed the show more if the
Pub staff allowed viewers to
bring in these essential supplies.
But according to MUB Pub
Coordinator Val King, students
"could bring in anything they
could hold in their hand."
All bags and knapsacks had
to be checked at the door, King
said, "but nobody searched
inside someone's coat, for example."
The traditional rice, squirt
guns, newspapers, toast and

Scott toilet paper, y.,ere all
allowed in the Pub, King said.
Stude·ncs who attended the
midnight show missed an excellent impromptu performance
by Freshman John Giles during
the early show. Giles dressed
as a Transylvanian Transvestite,
complete with black fishnet
stockings, sang to the crowd
during the song called ''Sweet
Transvestite."
Junior Pete Newbern, who
had never done the Time Warp,
the traditional Rocky Horror
, dance, said he enjoyed getting
up to dance, even though he
didn't know the steps. "Sure,
it sounds like fun. Why not?"
Newborn said.
The crowd's reaction is what
makes the film exciting, according to junior Jon Kinson. If the
crowd is involved then the show
will be fun, according to Kinson.
"It was an awesome show! I
can't wait ro see it again!. The
MUB Pub definitely has to do
it again," said sophomore Jim
Santora.

The famous Yale Wiffenpoofs performed with the New Hampshire Gentlemen and the Princeton
Tigressions Saturday night. (Diana Frye photo)

_ _ _ _ _ GENTS----<cominued from page 17)
The New Hampshire Gentlemen earned themselves a
standing ovation Saturday and
sang several encores. They were
a perfect way to end a delightful
two hours of incredible and
professional entertainment.
'It's the most excited I've ever
felt about a performance," said
Gentleman John Bradly.

Dave Calllahan couldn't wipe
the smile off of his face, "Impressive show - nice arrangements" and of course " nice
clothes," joked the alumnus.
Auditions for the group will
be held sometime in May and
chose interested should watch
for the advertisements.

TASk TIP OF THE DAY
The band New Man performed in the MUB Pub Friday night. New Man won last year's
MTVBasementTapescompetition. (DianaFryephoto)
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.~s~Pport The.I>ur.h alll/UNH
Crop Walk For Hunger!
•' r

\ •

Marketing - How to sell a product.

l~~i~~i:~l;:t::::~~- 7I
I Robert E. Webster (BSCE UNH 1957)

Come be a part of Durham/UNH's 6th Annual CROP Walk fo~ Hunger!
The ten mile walk will be held April 14, at 1:00 p.m., starting in front
of Wolff House (across the street from Tin Palace).
CROP is the name given to local community hunger education and fund
raising events sponsored by Church World Service, _an international
relief, development, and refugee resettlement agency of more than 30
Protestant and Orthodox communions i_n the U.S. Nearly 90¢ out of
every dollar raised by CROP goes to programs overseas and here at home.
Want to help? Call Campus ministry at 862-1165 or the Catholic Student
Center at 862-1310.

Walk or Sponsor a Walker!

President, Channel Building Co., Andover, Mass.Ii
ff:iv¥4 rtWci.@u.s2x+ww1t2L.•c:.:• ::.. ❖.;;2k4/' _-❖._ °''• ❖.::
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Let us d~ your dirty deed

:,c_l-eary ·

i

Laundry wash-n-fold service

C·l eaners .

-,,ftet •

c.• ,t<\\' ·
.Jl,lj

0~

50¢ per pound
(10 lb min)

8.\
1'

W-
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t
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BURGER KING

~

)>

z
(/)

-; ::0

*/.BAGELRY ·

Quick and convenient service
Make the most of your time
868-6377

r..ess\of\ \\.,,. .)\J

•

Liberal Arts

•Premedical Sciences

~

• Computer Science
• Theatre Arts

Sm.all classes taught by Brandeis Faculty

Information, catalog and application
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL
617-647-2796
Waltham, MA 02254

-;

• DURHAM SH~PPING CENTEh

.)\)\'f 'l

,...g...,.q

• Costume Field Research in England
• Archaeological Field Research in Israel

m
m

CLEARYS

°l\O

O

~1&\

• Near Eastern and Judaic Studies
• Foreign Langl:loges

•of\\.,,.

se55'

MILL ROAD

~e,s

.J\f\U

Mon. to Fri. 7-6 •
•
:
Sat. 8-5

·••··················· ······················ ······················ ····

---------------~--~~-~
CREDITGETTER,BOX1091,SHALIMAR,FL 32579 I

Now YOU can have two of the most recognized and accepted credit cards
i'n the world .. .VISA and Mastercard credit cards ... "in your name. "
EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT OR HAVE
BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

1
1I

I

I
I
I
VISA and Mastercard, the credit cards you destrve and need for
I
. ID, BOOKS, DEPARTMENT STORES, TUITION , ENTERTAINMENT
I
EMERGENCY CASH, TICKETS, RESTAURANTS, HOTEL & MOTELS,
GAS, CAR RENT-ALS, REPAIRS, AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI I
II
This is the credit card program you··ve been hearing about
on national television and radio as well as in
magazines and newspapers coast to coast.
Hurry ... fill out this card today .. .Your credit cards are waiting .

y ES'•

I want VISA1'Mas terCar~c redi t
cards .• Enclosed find $15 which is 100%

refundable if not approved immediately
NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

.

ZIP

STATE

1

~~-=--I
•-------~
I
soc. SECURITY ,,
I . PHONE

·I - - - = - - - - - - - - - - -· I
I
I SIGNATURE

~~~~y-~~~ ~~L-~-~--- ~------------ --'•••~••••• •••••••---••• J

RAIR~t~B
UNU:ffiEOO
"A Cut Above
the Rest"

~

29 Main St.
Durham
Phone:
868-7051
Mon. - Sat. 9-5:30

~

WINTER
BIKE
SALE

ONE WOMAN'S STORY ... A NATION'S DESTINY
The first feature film about Guatemala
Music by RUBEN BLADES
APRIL4
THURSDA y '7 & 9 PM
$2.00 STUDENTS/PUBLIC

MURKLAND HALL AUD.

"The epic WHEN THE MOUNTAINS TREMBLE takes us into
the heart of the Guatemalan guerrilla movement."
·
·
-J. Hoberman, The 'V_illage Voice

Trek Mountain Bike
Reg. $390 Sale $340
Nishiki Citi bike
Reg . $235 Sale $175
Nishiki Cascade
Reg. $360 Sale $290
'84 Trek 420
Reg. $320 Sale $285
Nishiki Sebring
Reg . $235 Sale $195

Sale Ends
April 20th

Durham Bike
M-F 9-5
Sat. 9-12
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WHICH IS MORE
YALUADLEt
(Pl8ase check b·ox)

□ AN UNBORN EAGLE

□ AN UNBORN CHILD

If you chose the unborn child, sorry, you·'re wrong .. : at least according to the laws
in this country. You see, the penalty for taking or destroying an eagle's egg is
$5,000.00 and a year in jail, but the penalty for taking an unborn child's life is nothing.
In fact, people get paid a lot of money for doing it.
Does something seem wrong to you? It is. Get in touch with us and we'll let you
know how you can help to protect the unborn babies in this country. Let's tak.e our
children off the endangered list.
If you or someone you know is facing an unwanted pregnancy, we'd like to help.
Your child has tremendous value and there are many alternatives to abortion. We are
here for you and your child.
For help contact:

· New Testament Christian Fellowship
868-7498 ·
or
749-0552
For some free literature about abortion and the alternatives, or
information on how you can help, write to:

National Communication Services
Box 1210
Lindale, TX 75771-1210
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•

Please contact
Robert. Bossie,-440 Hanover St.
Manchester, NH (603) 668-2222

Professional married couple wish to
adopt a newborn. Will pay all
m~dical, legal & counseling expenses.

•

\:

--~-~----SALZ ___________
In Nicaragua, however, Sa-Iz
said there is "something different going on."
In this part of his presenta-

■

:M.U.S-.O. Film Series presents ... r

•
•

-·

•
•
•
•
•

REPO MAN

•
■

-•

Thursday April 4th ·

MUB Strafford Room
'l:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Students $1.00
Non-students $2.00

•

•
•

•

•

-

■

■

■

■

•

■

■

■

■

I

I

■

■

■
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The Commuter/Transfer Center
is now accepting appllcations Jor:

Co0101uter Adviser
Coordinator

ters, and homes.
Salz objects to President
Reagan's recent comparison of
the contras to "our founding
forefathers."
"It's just not that way," he
said. "You wouldn't find George
Washington coming upon a
wedding party and massacring

~

Otto, a suburban West Coast punk, just can't seem to make it with his
disenchanted peers, thus he takes a job working for Bud, the star employee
for an automobile repossesion outfit.. This zany, lunatic farce is full of wit
· and wisdom and has quickly become a cult_ movie.

■

such '1S hospitals, day C'1re cen -

them all.
He said the media in the
United States "keeps us feeling
like we know what's going on
when we don't. People in Nicaragua told me to go home and
tell the truth."
"The Sandanistas didn't fight ·
a revolution to become Soviet
puppets," Salz said. "They don't
want to spread anything, they
just want to live in peace," he
said.
SaJz ended his presentation
with a series of slides of a
Mexican peasant family.
.
"They are simple people
living simple lives in simple
splendour. It's those that have
the least that end up giving you
the most," he said.
"We :,liuukl leave Ladu A1nerica alone. It's self-determination
they' re fighting for/' Salz sa1d.
"I think that in New Hampshire it's real easy to ·think
everything's OK, because the
American Dream seems to be
working. It's important to examine the underside," he said.

• )-------~--·-------------------------------------i
• l
Positions Available
!.
• !
l
~
~

•

•
•

(continued from page 2)
tion Salz included some pictures
by photographer Susan Meise las
of Nicaragua's 1979 revolution,
when the Sandanistas overthrew the existing Somoza
government.
"It was easier to win the
revolution than to keep the
dream alive," Salz said, although
he described the country as
being full of "excitement, music,
and dancing."
Salz attributes many of Nicaragua's current problems to
the fact that it is under attack
by American-backed "contra"
forces.
"The Nicaraguan's are fighting the ugliest, dirtiest foe there
is," Salz said. He said the contras
have attacked civilian targets

•

■

*Valet/Parking Attendant
*Night Auditor/Part & Full Time
~*Day Auditor
*Front Desk Clerks, Day & Eve. Shifts Avail~
able
~
*Dining Room Host/Hostess
~
*Dining Room Cashier
!
*Dining Room Bus Person

• !

l~ ·

r

!
.
~

~

I~

Please call or apply in person to:

~

liec!:Jl~Jiw6rtfi

l!

1

1 ·

~

t
~

~
t

j

295 Ocean Boulevard
Hampton Beach, NH 03842
(603) 926 6762
EOE

I
~

by! t '1~ ·lie a

·

l

\
\

for Fall 1985

'--•------------·-----·-------·--------------------·.J

The Commuter Adviser Program is an outreach program
for new freshmen and transfer students.
Other responsibilities as assigned.

Get Help Writing Research Papers
at TASk's Three-Part Workshop

Pick up an application at the
Commuter/Transfer Center, Rm 136, MUB.
Deadline: April 9

Part 1Def in i ng a Topic· and Developing a Thesis
Statement
Thursday, April 4, 12:30-2:00

The Commuter/Transfer Center
has 2 summer job openings.

'·

Part 2Accessing Information in the Library
Thursday, April 11, 12:30-2:00
Part 3Organizing and Writing the Research Paper
Thursday, April 18, 12:30-2:00

~Prefer commuter and/ or transfer students
*Work study a plus but not necessary
*30~35 hrs/week .

All Workshops held at Dimond Library,
Room 13, Floor B

(.,

!Eiiie:!ii:¥5:15

I

- · "" ......~61-Yff'ore ,nforirlalio" call TASk lJ62-:3698
-~ -

-- .
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-JUDBOARD<continued from page 4)
cases that have appeared in
front of the other three boards.
If students are not happy with '
the decision of the University
Judicial Board, they can file
petitions that will be reviewed
in front of the Appeals Board.
Senior Laurie Krooss, the
judicial coordinator for the
Appeal and University Board,
said "UNH is unique in that the
people that run the judicial
system are students. They do
the day by day running of the
system."
The Judicial Coordinator for
the Residential Board and the
hearing officers is senior David
Burr. Other students involved
in the judicial system at UNH
are a group of judicial advisors
who advise and explain to
students how the judicial system
works.

COMICS
GARFIELD

By JIM DAVIS

1-fERE 1 AM, GARF'IEU7 THE CAT,
DOOMEP TO SPENP T~ ,E REST

OF MY PAYS IN THIS ~•TOPIP
MAILBOX.WHAT A CRUEL.
TWIST OF FATE ~

MEY,FATE! MERE'S WHAT
I TMINI< OF YOO!

By GARY TRUDEAU

DOONESBURY

--PYRAMIDS (continued from page 1)
Robert Chase, Durham Trust
Co. treasurer, said he hadn't
noticed more students than
usual withdrawing money from
the bank's automatic teller
machine, but said there's "no
real norm" for the amount it
is used anyway.
Nor has their been unusual
student banking activity at
Seacoast Savings Bank in Durham, said its manager John
Olsen.
Local businesses, Jodi's and
Scorpio's Provisions, said they
hadn't heard about the game,
and denied rumors that they had
revoked student's check-cashing
privileges.

".. ANOA5 I 5HAl<5TALClJMONHIS
TlJMMY,I MAR.Va ATNHATA MYST/3/<Y H& ST!ll 15, UIIIATA Ml/?..42&.
AU TH~ MJRK.5&&/r1'3
~ IUOl<TH IT70/JAY.''

RICK, YOU KNOWPIH/ffWLP HAPPEN IF
THO% 7HOIJ61175 IU!iR&UIR/mN8YA
fJDWI? NOTHIN6. $UGI APIAl?f{b}IJJN'T
GerPIJ9tl~EI?. FROM A
\
~ M)MAN,ft/19&/!JIINAl.

5PK!Nb MV6T
8€ HEl?E... CIIN
YOU 5!,V;U WHAr5 1Hltr'5
IN1lle 1111?, OPU5 ! R/61-/T...

<concinued from page 7)
mine how difficult such roads
would be to maintain and up.
.
grade.
During the month of April,
the town will have its annual
spring and fall clean-up.
The downtown area will be
swept for Easter weekend, and
sweeping of other areas would
start April 15 and be finished
the first week in May. The
sweeping would begin at 7 a.m.
and continue until 11 p.m. in
shifts of 16 hours.

\

Gl)AJIEAP
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iUNIQUE SUMMER j
PROGRAMtechnology, ·t=
I
E

Are you interested in alternate
possible solutions to
E some Third World Problems, teaching experience, small scale
agriculture, and/or writing for publication?
Then the Windfarm
, 11 Museum subsistence pay five week su.mmer
internship on Martha's
Vineyard may be for you. For information write
Windfarm Museum,
RFD #2, Box 86, Martha's Vineyard, MA 02568
Thank you for your consideration.
i
·
Very truly yours.
Peter Tailer
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By JEFF MACNELLY
WliHAN
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"711& HARO Q{J&5TION:
HAV/3 I 8t3cN 5llJMMINGr

By BERKE BREATHED

-JANITOR<cominued from page 6)
wanted more of a say in how the
school is run," said Greene.
Greene praised the students
of today calling them "friendlier
and more mature. Students of
today know that they're here
to get an education," said
Greene.
Some of the activities Ray has
planned for his retirement are
gardening, raising animals,
playing baseball, and the ever
.
popular, "fishin' ".
This summer Ray and his
wife will celebrate their 40th
wedding anniversary. The
Greene's plan on taking a long
trip out west together.

YOU'/<£ NOT

II

BLOOM COUNTY .

·-SELECTMEN-

8/fT YOU'!?& A MAN.

li.XPl:CfEP TO "/HINK A80UTANY
OF THAT 5T/JFF1 50 YOU OfANGt
/ ON& f)IRJY /J!APER AN/J
IT'5 A l/7!3/lAR.Y &V&NT!
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Classifted

I~

I

· Responsible, hard working person wanted
to manage Hampton Beach NH Surf shop
Ap¥t~nts for Rent
for summer 1985. Retail Experience necessary. Bookkeeping knowledge helpful.
DurhartC- Furnished single rooms with
Send resume to Cinnamon Rainbows Box
bath available for female students only.
Available for 1985-86 academic year. 1106, Orleans, MA 02653.
Private entrance. T~n minute walk from Office, Verrette House, Campus, 862-1184.

T-Hall. $850 per semester, including
utilities. Call 868-2217, after 4 p.m.
Cape Cod - Hyannis-Beach or town, Gals,
Rooms with fridge and kitchen priviledges,
double occupancy. Apts., cottages season
only 55 week & up. Call Ed 1-617 -778-1158
or Ciel 1-617-438-8151 Hurry (keep trying)
Faculty Residence .;1vailable for 85-86
Academic Year. Fully Furnished restored
colonial, 2 bedrooms, 1 ½ baths, living room,
dining room, eat in kitchen, study, wood
stoves and oil heat. Perfect for visiting
faculty. 1O minutes to campus or Kari-Van
Route. $600 per month plus utilities, call
659-3537

1978 Oaf sun Pick-up. Great little truck .
High miles, but well cared for by one owner.
Blue longbed with cap. New battery, good
tires, little rust, am-fm cassette, always
_st_a_rt_s,_r_u_ns_w_e_ll_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Transportation can be tun, 1980 TR-Z
convertible under 37,000 miles - British
racing Green, 5-speed, A.C. stereo, economical 4 cylinder, excellent condition

Responsible adult needed to babysit 2
children Fri. 2-11 , Sat. 2 -11 and Sun. 212. $70.00. Call 749-1863 between 11 a.m.
and 1 p.m.
HAWAII-PT. LAUDERDALE-CALI FORN IA-VAi L-ASPEN-BAHAMAS YOU
CAN HAVE MONEY TO TRAVEL ANYWHERE YOU LIKE OR BUY ANTHING YOU
WANT NOW! ARE YOU EARNING WHAT

$5,ooo firm, call 472 - 5350.
Honda ·400 cc Hawk, 1978, low mi., faring,
luggage rack, crash bars, $800 or b.o., 862_20_8_8_.7_4_2-_1_81_6_
..,--------Must Sell Immediately - 1973 Toyota
Corrolla Wagon $350 or Best Offer. Call
_86_8_-6_1_4_8_n_cig_ht_s_._ _ _ _ _ _ __

room apartments. $500/mo. plus utilities.
Lease security references required. Parking . Available April 1st. Leave message
659-3142

YOU'RE WORTH OR WOULD LIKE TO
SUPPLEMENT- YOUR INCOME? WOULD YOU LIKE TO REPRESENT PRODUCTS
THAT WORK AND YOU CAN BE PROUD
OF? JOIN THOUSANDS OF SUCCESSFUL
PEOPLE THAT MAKE ANYWHERE FROM
AN AVERAGE OF $1,000 to $25,000 PER
MONTH!! NO TRAVELING-NO DOOR TO
DOOR-WORD OF MOUTH IS THE KEY!
PRODUCTS HAVE A 100% MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE: .MAKE MONEY NOW! ASK
ME HOW! CALL 868-1482 FOR AN INTER-

5127
------------1376 Toyora c;oroua oe1ux, 4 aoor seaan
A.M.-F.M. Stereo - excellent condition. New
exhaust system, battery is one year old.
One owner - $1,795. Call 862-1310 during
the day or 742-3208 after 5 p.m.

For Rent small room in large sunny apt.
4 bedroom - lg kitch, living room & storage.
$150/month, inc. heat & hot water - elec
$6-10/mo. 1 block from K-V. - Rent neg.
- security - Avail April 1st

VIEW.
Overseas Jobs. Summer, yr. round. Europe,
s. Amer. Australia, Asia. All field $900-200
mo. Sightseeing. Free info. -Write IFC, PO
Box 52 NH, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

1981 Chevy Chevette, Diesel. 5-speed 40
mpg; 56,000 miles; sunroof, $2,000 or best
offer. Also 150 cm Dynastar skis with Tyrdia
60 binding. $50 or best offer. Call 603-6229335

Summer sublet with fall option in Dover:
1 double bedroom, 1 single bedroom, living
room, kitchen, full bath, plenty of parking,
large front lawn, 5·miles to UNH, on KariVan, $330/month plus elect. Call after 9:00
p.m. 749-6880 ask for Doug or Tom.

Alaska Summer Employment! Excellent
opportunities to make good money. Fisheries, parks, construction and much more!
1985 employment information pamphlet.
$5.95 Alasco, Box 30752, Seattle, wash.
98103.

Wanted: Small house or apartment for the
1985-86 school year - Willing to sign long
term (up to 3 years) Lease. Adult, full time
UNH student with one daughter (13) and
small, well behaved dog & cat. Will to pay
substantial security. Must be in Oyster River
. School District. (Durham, Lee or Madbury)
call Pat, 659-6821 .

WORK STUDY POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Area-I Community Desk, 9-12:30 a.m. shifts
(Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday) 811 :00 p.m. Shift 2 (Friday and Saturday).
Contact: Kerry Rocho, Stoke 114. 8623161 .

FLORIDA! I have 2 round trip tickets to
Florida. I can ;t use them and I can't get
a refund. HELP! For only $50.00 you and
a friend can head south for sun, surf and
s-x. You have until June 30, 1985 to use
the tickets . Sounds too good to be true,
right. I'm desperate and broke. Make me
an offer! Be on your way to endless beaches·
and sun, sun, sun!! Call me (Sharon) at 8689897 or stop by Rm. 334 Hubbard.

Newmarket -

Two nowly ronovatod 6 -

Responsible, hard working person wanted
to manage Hampton Beach NH surf ship
for summer 1985. Retail Experience necessary. Bookkeeping knowledge· helpful.
End resume to Cinnamon Rainbows Box
1106, Orleans MA 02653

Efficiency Apartment for rent - Somersworth - Large, newly renovated efficiency
located next to Noble Pines public tennis
courts and park. Beautiful setting and view.
Stove, refrigerator, walk-in closet. $300.00
per month & electricity. Security Deposit
and lease. Call 692-4995

Earn money and work on Fortune 500
Companies' marketing programs on campus. Part-time (flexible) hours each week.
We give references. Call 1-800-243-6679.

- Fall Rental furnished 2 Bedroom - 2 person
Apartment, 2 miles from campus in private
country setting. Kitchen, full bath, living
room with bay window, fuly carpeted. Only
3 yrs. old. No lease, security Deposit. Prefer
non-smoker and no pets. 659-5932
Two female roommates needed . Fall of
85 _ "Ghetto Life " 22 Garrison 868 _6173
Jonathan

$2000/best offer. Call 868-5122
Ice Cream lovers take note! 3 gallon tubs
available in 41 flavors for your next
gathering . Just $11.00 at the farm . 1 tub
yields 40-50 servings. ½ gallons, too. Green

Summer Jobs - Program Coordinator
( Playground) Tennis lnstuctor, Summer

Dream's Udder Place Rte. 155-A, Lee 659_5_12_7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Day camp counselor, maintenace laborer,
swimming instructor/lifeguard, swimming
post attendant: $4 .66 to $5 .14. The city
of Dover is an equal opportunity employer.

Honda CB 400 F motorcycle "400-four"
Low milage. Like new - Excellent Condition
(new tires; new battery) Asking $775 Call
Bob 659-2596

WORK STUDY_ POSITIONS AVAILAB~E:
ArealCommurntyDesk,9-12:30a.m.Sh1fts:
(Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday) 811 :00 p.m. sh ifts (Friday and Saturday).

C, ontact===e

~

.
FARM WORKERS _ 2 full time, summer .
workers needed on lrg. organic veg. farm
in Alton, N.H. Entails all aspects, from
growing to selling. Rm., board & pay. Call
soon. 776 _47 31 Bruce or Sara.
Earn money and work on Fortune 500
Companies' marketing programs on campus. Part-time (flexible) hours each week.
We give references. Call 1-800-243-6679.
SUMMER WORK-STUDY JOBS ON CAM. PUS: A NUMBER OF SUMMER JOBS WILL
. BE AVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS ELIGIBLE
FORWORK-STUDY,ATTHEUNHDAIRY
BAR. JOBS INCLUDE WAITING ON GUESTS ANO FAST FOOD COOKING, IDEAL
FOR STUDENTS TAKING SUMMER
SCHOOLCOURSES.GETDETAILSFROM
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, OR CALL DAIRY

::,

..._.-:;.

LOST - Blue wool cap . Label inside:
Epitome' . Reward . Leave cap in H.Smith
English office by April 11
- - - - -- -- - - - - -

~andRepan~

SUMMER FIELD EXPERIENCES AVAILABLE for participating majors in CEPS, LA,
LS&A, and WSBE . Meaningful, paid employment relating to your major and
participation in Field Experience . Don't
delay. Contact Field Experience, Verrette
_H_ou_s_e_,_86_2_-_1_18_4_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
INCOME TAX - Still not done yet?
Professional Income Tax Preparation, Low

---='---------'-----

rates (start at $5.00), on campus, professional service. Call 862-3478
SUMMER FIELD EXPERIENCES AVAILABLE tor participating majors in CEPS, LA,
LS&A, and WSBE. Meaningful, paid employment relating to your major and
· participation in Field Experience. Don't
delay. Contact Field Experience, Verrette
House, 862-1184.
--------------Summer Employment and Internships National Internship Search manages a
computer database of 15,000 nationwide
positions - Fortune 5oo, government arts,
Scienes, publishing, etc. Students Receive
individualized printouts based on prerequisites, qualifications, etc. Details Nis, 2505
Ege St, NW Washington D 20037

Cheap, reliable transportation, '73 Vega ,
runs great $500 - Call 749-5327 eves. and
a.m.s
Cameras for sale! All in excellent condition
including instructions. Yashica FX-3' Supra
with 50 mm f/2.0 lens - $125.00; Contax
139 Quartz with50 mm f/1.7 lens - 200.00;
Olympus OM -2S, black body only- 208.00

SUMMER WORK-STUDY JOBS ON CAMPUS-Anumberofsummerjobswiilbe
available for students eligible for workstudy, at .the. UNH Dairy Bar. Jobs include
waiting on guests and fast food cooking,
ideal for students taking summer school
courses. Get details from financial aid

2-2oo9 days 224 -0587 n~hts

Ice Cream lovers take note! 3 gallon tubs
available in 41 flavors for your next
gathering. Just $11 .00 at the farm . 1 tub
yields 40-50 servings. ½ gallons too. Green
Dream's Udder Place Rte. 155-A, Lee 6595127
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,_____
Plane ticket from Boston to Phoenex to
Tusson, Az. Usually $355 .oo, $ 175.oo or
beSt offer. Mu st know by April 20 · Call 497 2269 · Ticket good until end of May.
Sleep sofa for sale - perfect for dorm room.
Asking $40. Pleas.a call Cindy at 868-1871

BAR MANAGER AT 862-1006 '~:t}HrR.2 ..,,s .~11.,,O ,x.e '-'a! Z
ff-f!:tU ~ny!i~
NOON AFTER 1:30.
•
. . mess-age on ma9hine)

--- -- - - - -

---------------

114,_81,~ 1,

~--------Spring is here : Time to cruise on the
motorcycle. Unfortunately I must sell mine.
Honda 350-4, an older bike, but runs great
tor bombing around. WI or w/outhelmuts.
$300. Call Mark 868-5823
Car Stereo, Clarion 5550r deck, Daytron
I · 6001 6x9 spea k 30w /c hanne I ·Amp,apine
ers. $250 call Andy 2-2009 days 224 0587
· ht
mg s
1970 ford van . bed, stove, heater, no
rustrunsgreat.$1400orbestoffercallandy'

IIIiI

~--·-H_e_l_p_W_a_n_t_ed___ _

By private owner: Late 1979 Subaru Station
wagon; 5-speed, roof rack ; 38 MPG;
exceptional condition; completely dependable; guarantee/sticker; asRing $2750.
1979 Subaru 2-door; no rust; beautiful,
dependable ; $2450. 1969 VW Beetle ;
Jriginal owner; no rust; beautiful condition;

No Bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested
send self-addressed envelope: Mailers
Association, Dist AR 7CEG, PO Box 4709,
Woodstock IL 60098.

Summer roommate wanted to share sunny
almost new 2 bedroom apt. Private country
location, 2 ~iles from campus . Serious
Student preferred. Earlier ·o ccupancy
possible. Your share $200/mo. plus utilities.
Call 659-6775 or 659-5932

Roommate wanted, older female student
or working person to share new furnished
two bedroom apartment, beautiful country
setting in Lee. Available immediately. $200
per person plus½ utilities (non-smoker)
Call Cindy 659-6775 if no answer please
call Gale at 659-5932

Ice Cream Lovers take note! 3 gallon tubs
available in 41 flavors for your next
gathering. Just $11.00 at the farm . 1 Tub
yields 40-50 servings. ½ gallons, too. Green
Dream's Udder Place Rte 155-A, Lee 6595127

$10-$360 weekly/ up Mailing circulars!

SUMMER SUBLET available in Durham.
Convenient location . One large, partially
furn ished room , kitchen and bathroom .
$220/month includes all utilities. Call 8681533 early AM or late PM

Cape Cod - Hyannis Beach or town - Gals,
Rooms with fridge and kitchen priviledges
double occupancy. Apts. cottages season
only 55 week & up. Call Ed 1-61 7-778-1158
or Ceil 1-617 -438-8151 Hurry (keep trying)

Ice Cream Lovers take note! 3 gallon tubs
available in 41 flavors for your next
gathering . Just $11 .00 at the farm. 1 tub
yields 40-50 servings. ½ gallons, too. Green
Dream's Udder Place Rte 155-A, Lee 659-
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SUMMER FIELD EXPERIENCES AVAILABl'..E for participating majors in CEPS, LA,
LS&A, and WSBE. Meaningful, paid employment relating to your major and
participation in Field Experience. Don't
delay. Contact Field Experience, Verrette
House, 862-1184.
SUMMER HOUSE-SITTER: Responsible
graduate student will maintain and/or
repair your house while you 're away. 26
years old single, very handy, non-smoker,
no pets. Very flexible. For peace of mind
this summer, CALL JIM AT: 430 -2273
AFTER 6 PM.
Color Analysis and Beauty Facial-only
$20.00 fid out your natural skin tone colors
. best make up shades, how to color
corrdinate your wardrobe. Be happier this
spring. For appointment call 659-2268 or
431-1979.

I

PersouJs

J[i)

Cynthia.TusttFimk, now I'm seeing an "older
woman"!! You cradle robber! Get psyched
for tennis and maybe some football, if you're
lucky! Hvae a great bithday. Love, David.
Stringbean, in 6 months we·ve gone from ·
.38 Special to Foreigner and Frankie. I still
want to know, so let's make it our goal.
You're the best!!! Love the Amazing Willie
Rich - I realize you're going thru a tough
time right now. Just remember ...l'm here,
l miss you and I love you! L.
Andy A.-you owe me big t1rrie you good
tor nothing bum. 1,11 send you a bill for all
these personals when you finally get a job.
JAB - Thanks tor the ride home. It was great
to come back and see you. This semester
has been a lot of fun and I am sure the
spring will bring many more good times!
To my wonderful sisters at Alpha Xi, Thanx
so much for helping me out through a trying
time . I love you all and don't know what
I would do without you! Lisa
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO WITH YOUR
LIFE? Come and hear what a career in
ACCOUNTING has to offer you. The
Accounting Students' Assoc. is sponsoring
its 4th annual Accounting Day on Tues.
April 2nd. Presentations scheduled: 1:15"First Year Out"; 2:00 - "CPA Exam" ; 2:45
- "Public vs. Private". Come to McC Rm.
312 to whatever interests you-guaranteed
you 'll be surprised if you think it's all
numbers!
ADOPTION: Professional married couple
wish to adopt newborn. Will pay all medical,
legal and counseling expenses . Please
contact our attorney Mr. Micheal Chamberlain, 155 Myrtle St., Manchester, NH
03104 (603) 622-3784.
Juniors, get ready for next year's interviews
and start thinking about your career
wardrobe now. Statistics show that applicants dressed in their right colors are more
. likely to be offered the job. Take advantage
of this special opportunity. Color consultant
with internationally known company coming to campus April 9th and 10th offering
a special student rate of $49/person. For
an appointment or more info. call Kim at
868-6043.
DO YOU FEEL TIRED, SLUGGISH, NEVER
ENOUGH ENERGY TO STUDY? WANT TO
BOOST YOUR ENERGY LEVEL WITHOUT
STIMULANTS OR DRUGS? WE HAVE AN
HERBAL/ ALOE BASED NUTRITIONAL
SYSTEM PROM CALIFORNIA THAT IS
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY THAT WILL
HELP YOU SHAKE THAT RUN-DOWN
FEELING! ALL NATURAL PRODUCTS
WILL GIVE YOU AN ENERGY BOOST
WHILE YOU GET HEALTHY AT THE SAME
TIME!
% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
100
FEEL GREAT NOW! ASK ME HO""! CALL

86a.

1482_

NANETTE!! HAPPY BIRTHDAY SIS!! Your
the best friend and sister I could ever ask
for. Happy 19th. 1 hope it's thP. best. I love
ya! Brenda
::...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
T ASk is sponsoring a three-part minicourse, "Strengthening Your Research
Paper Skills." Part _ Defining a Topic and
1
Developing a Thesis Statement. Part II Accessing Information in the Library. Part
Ill - Organizing and Writing the Research
Paper. Thursdays, April 4, 11 and 18, 12:30
- 2:00 Dimond Library Rm. 13. Floor B.
HAVE YOUR TRIED TO GAIN OR MAINTAIN YOUR WEIGHT OR ADD BULK WITH.
NO SUCCESS? WE HAVE AN HERBA.LI ALOE BASED NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FORM CALI FOAN IA THAT WILL
HELP YOU GAIN OR KEEP YOU AT THE
WEIG.HT YOU NEED ANO GET HEALTHY
WHILE YOU DO IT!! 100% MONEY BACK

Juniors, get ready tor next year's interviews
and start thinking about your career
wardrobe now. Statistics show that applicants dressed in their right colors are more
likely to be offered the job. Take advantage
of this special opportunity. Color consultant
with internatioanlly know company coming
to campus April 9th and 10th offering a
special student rate of $49 per person. For
a appointment or more info. call Kim at 8680643.
HUMPHREYS DELI RETURNS - one night
only. On Thurs. April 4th. The Stone Chruch
will be hosting a Humphrye's Deli party.
There will be plenty of delicious homemade
food an great music by the Heaters. Tickets
are available at Campus Copy or at Jody's.
For more information call Susan at 86136057.
TOWN OF DURHAM PUBLICS WORKS
,.,DEPARTMENT: WANTED : EMPLOYEES TO ASSIST IN GENERAL PUBLIC WORKS
MAINTENANCE AND CONSTRUCTION
PnOJ!;;OTS ron TH!;; S UMMER. won1< -

TO BEGIN IN MAY. FULLTIME EMPLOYMENT FOR THE SUMMER. MUST BE
AVAILABLE FOR THE ENTIRE SUMMER
MAY 27TH OR EARLIER THROUGH AUGUST 30TH AND MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE . TOWN OF DURHAM IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/ EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.
Want to know more about Chemical Waste
Dumps in NH and what is being done to
clean up these dumping sites? A slide show
and lecture will be presented April 10th
at 7 p.m. at Woodruff House-upstairs
lounge.
The Easter Bunny is now taking orders for
jellybean bouquets-5 latex balloons and
1 /2 lb. of jellybeans-$4.50/$6.50 delivered.
You'll find him at Postscripts.
Seniors - need help putting together your
wardrobe to ace that interview? Learn the
colors that will help you dress for success.
The professional edge for both men and
women! Color consultant with internationally known company coming to campus
April 9th and 10th offering a special student
rate of $49 per person. Consultants
scheduled in groups of two. For an appointment or more info. call Kfm at 868-6043.
Come "Take a Walk on the Boardwalk"
as the UNH Hotel School celebrates
Monopoly's 50th Anniversay April 26 and
27. Tickets go on sale April 4th.
ADOPTION: Professional married couple
wish to adopt newborn. Will pay all medical,
legal and counseling expenses . Please
contact Robert Bossie, 440 Hanover St.,
Manchester, NH (603) 668-2222.
HUMPHREYS DELI RETURNS- one night
only. On Thurs April 4 the Stone Church '
will be hosting a Humphrey's Deli party.
There will be plenty of delicious homemade
food and great music by the Heat~rs.
Tickets are available at Campus Copy or
at Jody's. For info. call Susan at 868-6057.
NEED TO LOSE UNWANTED POUNDS?
WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ ALOE BASED
NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FORM CALIFORNIA YOU LOSE J2-29 lbs. A MONTH ON!
100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! LOSE
WEIGHT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL 8681482.
Seniors - need help putting together your
wardrobe to ace tha interview? Learn the
colors that will help you dress for success.
The professional edge for both men and
women! Color consultant with internationally kr.own company coming to campus
April 9th and 10th offering a special student;
rate of $49 per person. Consultants
scheduled in groups of two. For an appoint. ment or more info. call Kim at 868-6043.
Ben Balwin and The Big Note are playing
at Gourmet Dinner II!! Tickets go on sale
Aoril 4 for the April 26 and 27 dinners.
Hey Ralph - when are we going camping
again? All my love, Lynne.
Do you ever notice how some people
always look well put together? Com·e learn
their secret. It's not all looks, it's color. Color
analysis will make the difference for you.
Color consultant with internationally known
company coming to campus April 9th and
10th 9ffering a special student rate of $49
per person . Consultations scheduled in
groups of two. For an appointment or more
information, call Kim at 868-6043.
REDIRECTION - A Christian ministry
seeking to help those in homosexual

bondage to freedom through Jesus Christ.
Come to one of our weekly ctosed meetings. Please write to Redirection Ministries
cl o Faith Christian Center, PO Box 4544,
Manchester. NH 03108.

Make someone happy, send them a
-;_e, fflf~~u~~p att,q~y _b~~~ gian~g~r at ~62- ~. GU_~ fr~JffEl; l"-'- GAIN_ 'WELG,HT N,OW! . jeJlybean bouqu~t from Postscripts. 5 latex
balloons and 1 / 2 lb . jellybeans •
1006 m afternoon aft~r 1~30.
ASKE ME HOW!_CAL:L 868-148.2 . .
.t11 j. f ; J._ .• \ J.,,j." •) .... '
$4.Q0/$6.50 delivered.
-•-.. --~ - -- - - - - -~ ·---- - ... - . - ...
---
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Cool Aid
we list<Zn, we care

-TELEPHONE TAPE LIIIE
a service provided by

Counseling & Testing Center
.

and

TAPES IHILIBLE

CoolAid
wells1-l.-•~

862-3554

Self-Improvement

Anger
Fighting Constr"uctively ..... 5
Expressing Negative Thoughts and Feelings ..... 6
Dealing with Constructive. Criticism ..... ?
Dealing with Anger ..... 8
Understanding Jealousy and How to Deal with it... .. 9

Depression
What is Depression ... ..431
How to Deal with Depression .... .432
Depression as a Life Style .... .433
How to Deal with Loneliness ..... 32

Miscellaneous
Early Signs of an Alcohol Problem ..... 160
Dealing with an Alcoholic Parent... ..479
Death and Dying ..... 84

Sexuality
Male Sex Roles ... ..40
Male Homosexuality ..... 21
*Dealing with lmpotence ..... 23
Timing Problems in Male Sexuality ..... 24
Female Sex Roles ..... 39
Female Homosexuality ..... 20
*Female Orgasm Problems ..... 22

Self Assertiveness .... .402
Building Self-Esteem and Confidence ..... 35
Standing Up for Yourself ..... 10
Becoming Independent from Parents ... ..478
The Value and Use of Self-Talk ..... 36
What is Counseling and How to Use lt... .. 61

Dating
Daling Skills ..... 18
Infatuation or Love ..... 70
Things to Consider in Looking for a Mate ..... 71
Types of lntimacy ..... 3
How to Cope with a Broken Relationship ..... 83

Stress and Anxiety
Cope with it... .. 30
How to Handle Fears ..... 33
Coping with Stress ..... 38
Relaxation Exercises ..... 37

Friendship
Friendship Building ..... 1
Helping a Friend ..... 90

Recognizing Suicidal Feelings in Others .... .492

*new tape
"

r

-
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l

• ::·

Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00_~ 12:00p.m.· and a Cool-Aid member will answer the phone. Select the ·
~P~, !~~iI~ minutes: If y~~;~ ~?.~r~estiotis~·"'- . -•"<-•
'J·.. - tape· y,o~nvi~h' to ~r.. ~y-~a~~--:~~d~-~umber:Tht·ti~~
_ ·don~t h~ng up when the tape -,.s over, and a Cool-Aid member-will come back on tlie lme. · - - · -

·;~_·;;~-:~-~
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Wildca t softba ll team swept by Lowel l Chiefs
By Steve Langevin
The openin-g game jitters
were a thing of the past for the
University of Lowell women's
softball team but a thing of the
present for the UNH team
when they met Saturday afternoon at Lowell. The result was
a doubleheader swe~p by Lowell
17-1 and 18-12.

While Lowell hacf already
played ten games the Wildcats
were playing their first and,
according to UNH head coach
Jane Job,. that made a big difference.
"\Y.le just -weren 't sharp," said

Job. "It was a combination of
errors and walks that did us in."
In the opener the Wildcats
started one senior, four juniors,
two sophomores, and two freshmen, including freshman starting pitcher Barbara Drotos.
"Needless to say we are a very
young team," said Job. "Add to
that the fact that it was our first
game and the nervousness that
was present is understandable."
The Chiefs wasted no time
in the opener, crossing the plate
ten times in the first three
innings with only six hits. UNH
managed its lone run of the
game in the third inning when
Lyn Holzman reached on an
error by Lowell's secondbaseman and then was sacrificed to
second by Cathy Vickery. Holzman moved to third on Linda
Couture's single and scored
when she and Couture executed

a double steal.
Lowell closed out the scoring
with a seven-run outburst in the
sixth inning. Lowell's Puppeng,
the winning pitcher, allowed
just five hits and only one walk,
while Drotos took the loss.
The second game looked ·like
it was going to be a repeat of
the first as Lowell jumped out
to a 9-0 lead after two innings
of play. However, the Wildcats
began their climb back into the
game by erupting for six runs
in the third inning, sparked by
two hits from Heidi Wentrup,
as UNH ocnt t...vclvc batters to

the plate.
Lowell put the game virtually
out of reach in the bottom of .
the fifth inning when they
scored nine runs to go ahead 186. It turned out they needed
some of those extra runs when
the Wildcats scored six runs of
their own in the sixth, but it
wasn't quite enough.
"Heidi Wentrup did very well
going three-for-three at the
plate in the second game," said
Job. "We were more aggressive
at the plate than in past years,
but they were going after the
change-ups, reaching for them,
instead of hitting the threequarter and fast balls." '
Besides Wentrup;orhers con"tributing at least two hits were
shortstop Grace Willis, rightfielder Mim Minichiello and
secondbaseman Holzman.

Reserve catcher Lisa Markley(above) awaits a throw to the plate last year.The women's softball
team lost a pair to Lowell in its opener Saturday.(Jim Millard file photo)
The road doesn't get -any
easier for the Wildcats as they
host the University of Connecticut Saturday afternoon at 1:00.
UConn has an excellent pitching
staff and is currently ranked as
one of the top twenty-five teams
in the country.

UNH novice "B"

win at Crew meet

-------GYMNASTS------<continued from page 28)

Pittsburgh in the vault and bars,
outscoring them 89.45-86.7 and
89.45-88.5 respectively, but it
wasn't quite enough to overtake
them.
"I was pleased with the way
they (UNH) bounced back after
the problems in beam and being
underscored in the floor exercise," said Goodspeed.
UNH sophomore Beth Raynor, making her all-around
debut, responded with a 34.25
which placed her just behind
Carlin, and just ahead of Peggy
Donovan for third on the team.
"Beth did a good job for her
first time and Diane just had
an off day," said Goodspeed.
Nina Dziem of Ohio St. was
the outstanding gymnast of the
tourney with a 37.7 all-around
that included highs of 9.7 on
floor and 9.6 in vaulting. Close
behind her were Pam Loree of
Penn St. (37.55), teammate
Patti Monaghan (3 7 .20) and
Penn St.'s Kathy Pomper.
·
With its victory Ohio St.
advances to the Nationals,

where they will be joined by
other Regional winners Utah
(Midwest), Florida (Southeast),
Alabama (Central), and CalState Fullerton (West). Penn
Sr. qualified as an at-large team,
meaning that for the first time
since 1979 two teams from the
Northeast Regional qualified
for the Nationals. Other at-large
teams are Arizona St., Georgia,
Oregon St., and Oklahoma.
The Wildcats finished with
a National Qualifying score of
175.85 which, according to
Goodspeed, should place them
in the top 25 in the country.
The honor that fell UNH's
way went to Carlin. She was
named Senior Athlete of the
Year for the Northeast. The
award is based upon the performance of the athlete during her
four years, her attitude, contribution to her team and academics. It is voted by the athletes
themselves.
'Tm glad that Diane's efforts
were noticed and rewarded in
this way," said Goodspeed. "I

think it was because of her very
positive attitude and the great
contribution she has made to
the team during her four years ·
here at UNH. There was some
good competition for the
award."
Although it was not the best
way to end the season, Goodspeed isn't totally disappointed.
"Although I'm not happy with
our performance here, I'm
pleased with the season as a
whole," said Goodspeed. "We
pulled thru despite the rash of
injuries, and luckily none of
those injuries were major ones
which might effect the athlete
in her everyday life."
The two gymnasts who sat
out the Regionals, Michele
Sawyer and Nancy McCarrick,
will both be back next season,
Sawyer because she is only a
freshman and the senior, McCarrick, because she participated
in few enough meets to be redshirted.

--------ARRIX----------<cominued from page 27)
aged only four goals. Last year,
he registered 18 goals and five
assists and was one of the top
scorers on the squad, despite
playing midfield.
UNH turned in a 10-3 record
in 1983. The Wildcats were
ranked among the Top 20 tea~s
in the nation most of the year
and won the Northeast Divison
Championship. Last year, the
'Cats suffered several key in-

juries and posted a 6-7 mark.
"If we play well and-play four
This year, with the added depth, · quarters every game," claims
UNH has a very real chance at Arrix, "we can reach our goals."
its goal-making the NCAA
But, Arrix knows that it's a
playoffs.
long way from practicing in a
But, before the Wildcats can parking lot to playing in games
go to the playoffs or get in the and it's even farther from
Top 20, they must play a tough scrimmaging club teams to
15-game schedule. The slate playing the best teams in the
includes perennial powerhouses country. But, it's the little things
Maryland, Army, Brown and that make a team successful and
Massachusetts.
you have to start somewhere.

By Mary Penney ·
The men's crew team raced
in Boston on Saturday against
UMASS and BU, rowing well
in the first race of the season.
The J.V.'s raced first. The
UNH varsity lightweights racing against the heavier crews
of UMASS and BU. According
to Coach Chris Allsopp, the men
were rowing at a higher cadence
than the other two boars: They
were maintaining a strong second place until the 1500 meter
mark. Their sprint, however,
wasn't strong enough to take
the lead. They finished third
behind second place UMASS
and first place BU.
"We had some incredible
moments of power," said Eric
Kuhn, varsity lightweight, who
was satisfied with the race, but
is looking forward to better
ones.
In the second race, the novice
men proved competitive in their
first experience with a spring
race. The novice 'B' boat mastered the 2000 meter course
powerfully, taking the lead from
the start. By 1500 meters, they
had about two boat lengths of
a lead over UMASS who finished second with BU finishing
third. UNH's freshmen boat
finished fourth, closing in on
BU.
"The race felt really smooth,"
said novice Ken Taber. "Our
performance was surprising
considering it was the second
time I had stroked, and the
second time the eight of us had
rowed together," he said.
The Varsity heavyweights
progressed skillfully down the
course in the first of two races
against BU and UMASS. The
three boats were dose through
the body of the race, according
to coach Chris Allsopp. At 1500

meters, BU moved ahead to gain
open water. UMASS and UNH
battled it out for the next 500
meters to make a close finish
with UNH second and UMASS
third.
In their second race, both
races were scrimmages, the
heavyweights raced an intensely
competitive piece. They were
more effective than in the first
race, according to Allsopp, and
closed in on BU at the finish
second, just three second behind
BU. UMASS trailed seven seconds behind UNH.
"Both BU and UMASS have
been on the water three weeks
longer than us," said Allsopp.
"This gave them an advantage
in the pieces, but the NH men
rowed well and learned what
is needed for the next real race."
The second varsity boat
rowed best as a unit of all boats,
said Allsopp. They finished
second behind BU leaving
UMASS behind.
In the second novice race, the
novice 'A' boat "rowed pretty
clean," according to Coach Gardener. "The lack of racing
experience, however, was evident," he added. The men
finished second, closing on BU,
and moving away from UMASS.
According to Gardener, the
results of this race aren't that
important. In two weeks, the
men will race BU and UMASS
again. Then, he expects good
results.
"We found out what we
needed to improve on," said
Allsopp. "We're not that far off.
Now we've got to concentrate
on racing rather than getting
in shape."
The men will race again in
Boston on April 13, against
UMASS and BU.
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Women's ·lacrosse squad ()pens against Terriers
By Larry Kelly
The University of New
Hampshire women's lacrosse
team opens its 1985 season
tomorrow when it plays Boston
University. Weather permitting
the game will be played at
3:30pm at Memorial Field. If
the game can't be played here
in Durham, it will be played at
Boston University.
The Cats will travel south to
play nationally-ranked Maryland on Friday and James Madison on Saturday.
UNH enters this season as
the ninth-ranked team in the
country. Last season, the Wildcats made their first-ever trip

loss of all-.time leading scorer
Laurie Leary. Senior co-captain
Sarah Kittredge set a UNH
single-season scoring record last
season (43-19-62). Sophomore
Karen Geromini (26-17 -43) and
Pauline Collins (37-4-41) will
be counted on to give added
scoring punch. Suzie Haynes
and Anne Sherer return at attack
also.
Sandy Vander-Heyden has
been moved from defense to
midfield this season. She was
UNH's first-e ver first-team AllAmerican as a sophomore last
year.
"We are a very balanced team
overall," said Didio, "with a fast

to the Nr AA t o urn~rnent.

defense."

It will be harder for teams to
Senior Barb Marois and junmake the NCAA's this season, . iors Heather Reynolds and Mary
due to a change from 12 teams Rogers provide the speedy
to four for the tournament. defense for the Wildcats.
Head Coach Marisa Didio sees
Co-captain Robin Balducci
the Wildcats having a realistic will be in goal for the Wildcats.
shot at the NCAA's.
She posted a 9-2 record with a
"We have a good core of kids
5.2 goals against average in
this year. We are looking at
1984.
winning the ECAC's first, and
UNH' s schedule is the toughthen a top-ten ranking. If we est iri history. The Wildcats will
can maintain a top-ten ranking meet four teams ranked in the
nationally, we'll be right up top-ten nationally in the prethere for the final four."
season-poll. Maryland, MassaUNH lose to Northwestern, chusetts, Penn State and No.
6-2, in the first-round of the
1-ranked and defendinR NCAA
NCAA's last season. The Wild- Champion Temple are all slated
The UNH women's lacrosse team in action last season. The women are scheduled to play cats concluded the season at 12- to face the Wildcats. Penn State
their season opener against Boston University tomorrow either at UNH or at BU. The Wildcats 3, and won its first ECAC and Temple will be played backChampionship.
to-back at home April 27 and
were ranked ninth in a preseason national poll.Qim Millard file photo)
There is plenty of offensive 28.
power returning, despite the

Arrix does little ·things
_______
______________
. __.____
.. ____...____
SPORT
SHORT

.._

,

By Steve Gray

in the highly regarded Econom- were not too many drawbacks.
Tom Arrix is riot a high- ics program at UNH.
"I was in better shape and I
scoring, over-powering or flashy
"My freshman year was a real adjusted better. I'm really lookThe men's lacrosse match between UNH and
lacrosse player. He does the learning experience," notes the ing forward to this year."
little things that should help junior midfielder. "I was not
the University of Vermont regularly scheduled to
As a freshman, Arrix manthe University of New Hamp- prepared mentally. It was a
be played tomorrow has been postponed until May
shire win plenty of games this much faster game than high
6th. UNH plays at Brown Saturday.
spring.
school. Last year, though, there ARRIX, page 26
The women's lacrosse match between UNH and
Arrix is a team player. His
attitude could be a major factor
Boston University will be played tomorrow instead
in the Wildcat success this
of today. Weather and field permitting the game
season. As a face-off man, he
will be played here at UNH starting at 3:30pm,
gets little or no recognition. IQ
otherwise it will be played at BU tomorrow.
lacrosse, the face-off is an
overlooked, but critical, part of
the game. At 5-7, 165 pounds,
Arrix is not the typical, husky
face-off man that shoulders his
opponent away from the ball.
He uses quickness and intelligence.
"My goal is to play as hard
and as well as I can," Arrix. "As
a team, our goal has always been
to make the NCAA playoffs. I
By Chris Heisenberg
his selection as Hockey East think this team, has lots of
The final chapter of the 1984- MVP. The junior stopped 62 potentjal. We have lots of depth
85 College Hockey season was shoes against BC, and 40 shots at every position. We work
written over the weekend as RPI against RPI. After his excellent together and have a good condefeated Hockey East's Prov- season-long performance there cept of team play.
idence College 2-1 to win the are rumors that he will give up
Arrix played high school
national championship.
his final season of eligibility to lacrosse in New Canaan, Conn.
Hockey East was well repres- sign with the New Jersey Devils A three-year letterman, he
ented in the NCAA tournament of the NHL.
captained New Canaan High
with both Providence and BosSpeaking of awards, UNH during his senior year. He led
ton College in the final four. The Freshman Steve Leach was the team to a state title his final
only - western team was selected to the first Hockey East year and was named All-County,
Minnesota-Duluth.
Rookie team. Joining him were All-State and All-American.
This tournament will long be BC's Ken Hodge, Lowell's Jon
UNH and Washington and
remembered for the closeness Morris and BU's Clark Donatelli Lee recruited Arrix. He thought
of the games. On the first night at forward. On defense PC's about going to prep school to
Providence defeated BC 4-3 in Shawn Witham and Paul Caval- try to go to Duke, but he opted
triple overtime, and RPI beat lini were selecced. The goalie for UNH and has never regretDuluth 6-5 also in triple over- was Northeastern's Bruce Ra- ted it.
time.
one.
"It was a good decision," notes
RPI, the ECAC champion
Providence's Terreri was in Arrix. "I have no regrets. The
with a 35-2-1 record, beat Prov- goal on the all-star team, Tim people here have been great.
idence 2-1 in the final, and Army was selected at forward, The school and the players are
Duluth scored a 7-6 victory in and Peter Taglianetti was at . all super."
overtime over BC in the con- defense. The other defenseman
Arrix found the transition to
solation game.
was NU 's Jim Averil, while · college life tougher on the field
Provide_nce goalie Chris Ter- forwards w~re N_D's R~d I.~tbis- . than in f~Scla,~Jr,.?.~~- , ~ -h ~!_e))J uni.~.t i:o~ /~fril~--p~p_,_ ac~~?-~ J~s~1eaS!ffi
re~i~i!~F.~t ·~ ~;~r,;~ ~
reri was selected NCAA. \T6uf - rer arttj -~Us:John C11l-l~fl/ ... • ~.J - - ·not i"De~itlltst smtre'Q.t, ne ,l~as . 1~crosse team.(Photo J:owtes'-' ,of~WN« $PQrtdt1io~)? !>·.n5" t.. i ~- £,.1
1
·;
,\.-• ..1 ,J/ ~- ,; _•: 1 ' 1 '···' beenable ·fo 'ptls'f.i s6tld avera:(<! } ' ' \
J·' ... ,., '1:ir.:a .')._
~
nament MVP , on the heels of

Lacrosse Matches Postponed -

RPI victorious in
NCAA hockey final

~or
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Sports
Men's volleyball club wins Division II
By Jon Kinson

.....

"""

The UNH men's volleyball
team placed first in the Division
II Championships of the New
England Volleyball League
(NEVL) held in Lundholm
Gymnasium Saturday.
The Wildcats took two out
of three games from the topseeded University of Maine
team, giving them an overall
7-2 record, good enough to take
the title.
Maine who finished third
with a 5-4 record, was alse
beaten by Tufts, the upstart
team of the tourney, who were
second with a 6-3 record. Bradford, the othe-r participant,
finished with an 0-9 record.
The four teams had to play
each other three games and the
team with the best record won
the Championship. UNH went
into its last match ahead of
Maine with a 5-1 record, beating
Tufts two games to one 03-15.
15-5, 15-6) and taking all three
games from Bradford (15-8, 155, 15-6) earlier. They only
needed to win two to assure
themselves of the title.
Maine proved tough in the
first game of the match. After
trailing early, the Wildcats tied
and stayed close to Maine, finally_
losing 14-16. In the second game
Maine again took an early lead.
From an 0-4 deficit, UNH then
blitzed the Black Bears 15-2 to
take the second game decisively.
In the last game UNH had no
problem with the Bears, winning 15-5.
'" It could have ended in a
three~way tie," said Head Coach
Chris Dowdell. "It could have
gone either way. I was confident
we would not give away too
many points to Maine. We
would stay in the game. We'd
pick each other up."
In the match, the Wildcats
missed only two serves. "They
(UNH) made some key s_erves,

The men's volleyball club captured the New England Volleyball League Division II Championships Saturday in Lundholm
Gymnasium. They play in the Division I Championships Saturday.(Diana Frye photo)
either getting points or throw- match, setting up and assisting each game but came from beThe top two finishers, UNH
ing them (Maine) off balance," many of UNH' s points, as did hind to tie or win each time. and Tufts, now travel to Springsaid Dowdell.
junior Jon Patterson, who had They showed poise and team field College, Saturday, for the
UNH was led by junior Chris
9 sideouts.
spirit. "We pulled together Division I Championships.
Wester, 11 points and senior
The Wildcats trailed early in great," said Steve Gold.
Steve Gold, nine points. Chris'
points all came on net play while
Steve's were split, five at net,
four on serves.
Dowdell also praised sophomore Malcolm Brand. "Malcolm
played probably his best games By Steve Langevin
to offset a shaky start on the "We bombed beam and just
ever against Maine." Malcolm
A strong all-around perfor- balance beam as the UNH didn't get the scores we deserved
had seven points, making him mance by senior Kim Sonier and women's gymnastics team fin- in floor," said Goodspeed.
the third leading scorer.
The UNH squad then began
good team showings on the bars ished in fifth place at the 1985
Junior Scott Reid had a good and in the vault wasn't enough Northeast Regional Champion- pulling things together and
ships held_ at the University of displaying the talent that got
it there. The vault was the
Pittsburgh Safurday.
- It was basically a two-team strongest event for the Wildcats
meet as Ohio St. and Penn St. as three performers each scored
battled for the top spot with over 9.0. Diane Carlin led the
Ohio St. prevailing 185.65 to way with a 9.3 which tied her
185.05. In the battle for third for eighth place. Freshman
thru fifth positions, which were Jessica Downey tied for eleventh
separated by only .9 point~,_ place with her second consecBow ling Green came out on top utive 9.2 and Sonier followed
with a 175.6, followed by Pitts- with her 9.1.
On the bars co-captain Laura
burgh with 175.4 and UNH
with 174.7. The University of Cavanaugh tied for fifth ' place
Rhode Island took the final spot with a 9.2 which earned her a
place on the All-Eai,t team._
with a 172.1.
Sonier's performance was Anyone in the top six in an
certainly one of the bright spots event was put on the All-East
in the tournament for the Wild- team, but Cavanaugh was the
cats and head coach Gail Goods- only Wildcat to achieve that
peed. Sonier was consistent honor.
Goodspeed had hoped that
throughout the meet, scoring
9.1 in both the vault and the Cavanaugh might also be able
uneven bars, 8.9 in the floor to participate in beam, although
exercise and 8. 7 on the beam, it was positive she wouldn't take
which gave her tenth place in part in the floor and vault
the all-around with her score events. "We scratched Laura
of 35.8. She also came in tenth from beam because of her ankle
injury and we didn't want to take
on the bars.
"It was Kim's best meet ever, any chances with her getting
especially against such strong a permanent, more serious
competition," .said Goodspeed.
injury," said Goodspeed.
The Wildcats dug themselves
UNH's other injured gyma hole right from the start, nast who was relegated to only
scoring their low~st score of the the bars was Toby Kapp, who
year (41. 3) on the balance beam, scored an 8.8 for third place on
their first event. Then in the the team.
The Wildcats made up a lot
next event, the floor exercise,
Laura Cavanaugh(above) scored a 9.2 on the bars at the Regionals Saturday to make the All- they had good performances but of ground on Bow ling Green and
it didn't reflect in their scores. GYMNASTS, page 26
East team in that event.(Dave Drouin file photo)

Gymnasts fifth at Regionals

